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Abstract

The aim ofthe project is to obtain characteristics ofthe dual directional mobile radio

channel by means of simulations. Dual directionality in the radio channel is considered

as a description of radio propagation inc1uding both the angle of departure from the

transmitter and the angle of arrival at the receiver.

Descriptions for the dual directional radio channel are extended from the well

established uni-directional case, where only the angle of arrival is inc1uded in

modelling. Dispersion metrics are described that characterise the link function.

Different scattering scenarios are introduced and expectations for the performance of

multi-input-multi-ouput (MIMO) antenna systems in those scattering scenarios are

given, together with an expectation ofthe range ofthe dispersion metrics.

A channel c1assification based on the dispersion metrics is proposed and this

c1assification is validated by means of simulations in indoor environments that resembie

the scattering scenarios.

The goal of the c1assification based on simple metrics is to be able to make a general

c1assification of the dual directional radio channel and to distinguish in a general way

between channels with regards to the possible uses a MIMO-system could draw from

that channel.
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1 How this thesis is organised

In chapter 2 essential concepts in mobile radio propagation are introduced. Classical

narrowband and wideband channel models are discussed and different microscopie

diversity techniques are treated.

Chapter 3 describes uni-directional channels by means of angular propagation

descriptions for both angular invariant and angular variant antenna pattems. Several

angular dispersion metrics are introduced that characterise the uni-directional channel.

In chapter 4 the uni-directional descriptions of chapter 3 are extended to the dual

directional situation. Also different aspects ofmulti-input-multi-output (MIMO)

antenna systems are treated. Several scattering scenarios are introduced and the

performance of a MIMO-system in those scattering environments is discussed, together

with a set of metrics which can describe each scattering scenario. Finally a classification

of radio channels by means of different metrics is proposed.

Chapter 5 discusses different radio propagation simulation methods. Simulation

geometries ofthe indoor radio channel are given and divided according to the scattering

scenarios of chapter 4. The results of the propagation simulations are given and

characterised by means of different metrics. Based on the metrics the c1assification of

different radio channels as introduced in chapter 4 is validated.



2 Mobile radio propagation

The mobile radio channel places limitations on the performance ofwireless

communication systems. The transmission path between transmitter and receiver can

vary widely between a simple line-of-sight situation to one that is severely obstructed

by walls, buildings and mountains. The average received signal strength hence not only

depends on the distance between transmitter and receiver but also on the environment.

In general the received signal is composed of multiple waves with different phase,

amplitude and time delay, which leads to a large fluctuation in signal strength over

small distances, called small-scale fading. In this chapter small-scale fading is described

both for narrowband and wideband situations, together with metrics that quantify them.

2.1 Large scale path loss vs. small-scale fading

Models that predict the received signal strength at the receiver can be divided into large

scale path loss models and fading modeis. Large scale path loss models predict the

mean signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) separation distance.

They are mostly used for estimating the radio coverage area of a transmitter and

characterize the signal strength over large Tx-Rx separation distances, where the

received power is averaged locally over a measurement track of typically 5À to 40À.

Small-scale or fading modeis, on the other hand, characterize the rapid fluctuations in

signal strength over very short travel distances (a few wavelengths) or short time

durations (several seconds).

Three different mechanisms contributing to small-scale fading can be distinguished:

multipath time delay spread, Doppier spread and angular fading. Both Doppier spread

and multipath delay spread will be exlained subsequently. Angular fading arise due to

the use of directional antennas and will be treated in chapter 3.
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2.2 Narrowband channel characterisation and Doppier spread

When relative motion exists between the transmitter and receiver, random frequency

modulation results due to different Doppier shifts on each of the multipath components.

In the following paragraphs the Doppier shift mechanism is explained, a narrowband

channel model incorporating Doppier shift is introduced and metrics for small-scale

fading caused by Doppier spread are described.
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Figllre 2.1: Illustration ofthe Doppier effect

2.2.1 Doppier shift due to receiver motion

In figure 2.1 a mobile receiver is depicted, moving wih a constant speed v between the

points A and B, while it receives a signal from a remote transmitter. The difference in

path lengths traveled by the waves from the transmitter to the mobile in respectively

point A and B is ilL = d cos(S) = v ilt cos(S), where ilt is the time required for the

mobile to travel from A to B. The angle S is assumed to be the same at both A and B, as

the transmitter is far away. When point A and Bare assumed to be in the far field, the

phase difference between the plane waves arriving at point A and Bis:

4
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À À
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The apparant change in frequency (Doppier shift), is given by:

l!J.rjJ v1: = --- = -cos(O)
d 2ff M À

[Hz] (2.2)

Considering the units ofexpression (2.2), [Hz]=[cyc1es/s], the spatial domain equivalent

of (2.2) can be obtained by dividing by the speed v, resulting in a Doppier shift of:

[cyc1es/m] (2.3)

From (2.2) and (2.3), it can be seen that the Doppier shift is positive when the mobile is

moving towards the direction of arrival of the wave and negative when the mobile is

moving away from the direction of arrival the wave, hence the maximum Doppier shift

is fm = ±v/'A

Multipath components which arrive from different directions contribute to Doppier

spreading of the received signal, so the signal bandwidth is increased. A tranmitted

frequency component fe, will show components in the range fe-fm to fe+fmin the

received signal. The amount of spectral broadening depends on fd which is a function of

the velocity v ofthe mobile receiver and the angle between the direction ofmotion and

the direction of arrival ofthe scattered waves.

In the following paragraph a small-scale channel model that inc1udes Doppier shift will

be described.

2.2.2 Clarke's model for flat fading

Clarke [6] developed a model where the statistical characteristics ofthe electromagnetic

fields of the received signal at a moving mobile are deduced from scattering. The model

is valid for narrowband channels, the channel gain is highly correlated over the

frequency range ofthe transmitted signal. First the model is introduced and the

5



probability density function (pd±) ofthe envelope ofthe received electric field is

deduced, then the spectra ofthe received field is given.

Description of Clarke's model

The model assumes a fixed transmitter with a vertically polarized antenna. The field

incident on the mobile antenna is modeled by N azimuthal plane waves with arbitrary

phases, arbitrary azimuthal angles of arrival and each wave having an equal average

YJ (C~d'", wm

z,/ a
------- .

--. X
: v
I
I
I
I
I

Figure 2.2: Definition ofdirections in Clarke 's model

amplitude. The mobile receiver travels at a velocity v in the positive x-direction as

shown in figure 2.2. The angle of arrival ofthe plane waves a is measured with respect

to the direction of motion. Every wave that incides on the mobile undergoes a Doppier

shift and arrives at the same time. No excess delay due to multipath is assumed for any

ofthe waves, i.e. flat fading is assumed. From forrnula (2.2) and figure 2.2 the Doppier

shift for the nth wave is given by:

f" = ~ cosan [Hz] (2.4)

The E-field ofthe vertically polarized plane waves arriving at the mobile is given by [3,

pp 178]:

N

Ez = Eo I en cos(2;ifJ + Bn)
n=l

(2.5)

where Eo is the real amplitude ofthe local average E-field, Cn is a real random variabie

representing the amplitude ofthe individual waves and fe is the carrier frequency. The
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random phase ofthe nIh arriving component en=21l:fn+~n consists ofthe DoppIer shift

and any other phase shifts encountered in the channel.

Since a narrowband channel is considered, the DoppIer shift is very small when

compared to the carrier frequency and the E-field may be modeled as a narrowband

random proces. If the number of plane waves is sufficiently large, Ez can be

approximated by Gaussian random variables. Expressing the E-field in an in-phase and

quadrature form results in [3, pp 178]:

Ez = Tc (t) cos(21Zfct) - 1', (t) sin(21ZfJ)

where:

N

Tc (t) = Eo I Cn cos(21Zfn t + 9n)
n=\

N

Ts (t) = Eo I Cn sin(21ZfJ + 9n)
n=\

The envelope ofthe E-field is given by:

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Both Tc(t) and Ts(t) are Gaussian random processes, where Tc and Ts are uncorrelated

zero-mean Gaussian random variables a any time 1. It can be shown through Jacobean

transformation [2, pp 64] that the probability density function for the envelope r has a

Rayleigh distribution, defined as:

7
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Figure 2.3: Simulated Rayleiglzfading envelopefor a mobile receiver moving at a speed of 108 km/Izr
and a carrier frequency of900 MHz. The time necessmy to travel a distance »2 is depicted as t)j2

An example ofa Rayleigh fading envelope is shown in figure 2.3.

Fading in the spatial domain results from the phase mixing of a large number of

scattered waves. At each position this phase mixing is different and hence only when

the mobile station is moving, the sma11-scale fading such as depicted in figure 2.3

occurs.

RF spectrum of the E-field in Clarke's model

Gans [7] developed a spectrum analysis for Clarke's model, which wi11 be used here to

derive the RF spectrum ofthe E-field. As described in (2.4), the E-field is assumed to be

represented by the sum ofN waves. As N approaches infinity, the incident power

inc1uded in an angle between a and a+da approaches a continuous distribution, instead

of a discrete distribution. Let p(a)da be the fraction ofthe total incoming power within

8



da ofthe ang1e a. Assume that the receiving antenna is directive in the horizontal p1ane

with gain pattem G(a). The differentia1 variation ofreceived power with ang1e is then

[3, pp 179]:

AG(a )p(a )da

where A is the average received power with respect to an isotropic antenna

The re1ation between frequency and ang1e of arriva1 is given by:

f(a )=fmcos(a )+fc

(2.11 )

(2.12)

where fm=v/À, the maximum Doppier shift. Note that f(a)=f(-a), so the differentia1

variation of power with frequency may be expressed, using (2.11) as:

S(f)ldll = A[p(a)G(a) + p(-a)G(-a)]dal

Since it is found from (2.12) that:

formu1a (2.13) can be rewritten as:

S(f) = A[p(a)G(a) + p(-a)G(-a)]

fm l~[ftr
S(f) =0,1/ - lel> Im

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

9
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Figllre 2.4: DoppIer power spectrumfor an unmodulated CW carrier received by a ))4 antelllla

The spectrum is centered around the carrier frequency and is zero outside the limits of

fc±fm . Clarke's model assumes a uniform distribution ofthe angle of arrival, so

p(a)=1/211: over 0 to 211:. From (2.15) it can be seen that the field power spectrum

depends on the antenna gain pattem. When avertical fJ4 antenna (G(a)=1.5) is used the

power spectrum ofthe received electric field is:

(f)
1.5A

SEz == ---;=====

1_(f - fe J2
fm

(2.16)

In figure 2.4 the Doppier power spectrum as described by formula (2.16) for an

unmodu1ated continuous wave (CW) carrier is shown. The power spectrum is

normalized with respect to the power at the carrier frequency and only the non-zero part

of the spectrum is shown.

2.2.3 DoppIer spread, coherence time and coherence Iength

The amount ofDoppler shift can be quantified in frequency, time and spatial domain by

respectively Doppier spread, coherence time and coherence length. The Doppier spread

Bo is a measure of the amount of spectral pulse broadening caused by the time-rate

10



change of the mobile radio channel, defined as the range of frequencies over which the

received Doppier spectrum is essentially non-zero.

The coherence time Tc is the time domain dual ofDoppler spread, used to characterize

the time varying nature ofthe frequency dispersiveness ofthe channel. The coherence

time is the time duration over which two received signals have astrong potential for

amplitude correlation. Doppier spread and coherence time are inversely proportional to

one another. For a Rayleigh fading signal and corre1ation above 0.5 [5]:

9
T~--

c 16tifm

Where fm=v/ À , the maximum Doppier shift.

(2.17)

The coherence length is the distance over which the mobile can travel while the channel

remains essentially the same and describes the spatial varying nature ofthe frequency

dispersiveness ofthe channel. The coherence length, Xc is directly connected to the

coherence time by the speed ofthe mobile:

(2.18)

If the baseband signal bandwidth B is much greater than BD, the effects of Doppier

spread are negligible at the receiver, the radio channel is then called a slow fading

channel. Two signals arriving with a time separation greater than Tc are affected

differently by the channel. As long as the symbol rate of a digital transmission system is

greater than l/Tc, the channel will not cause distortion due to motion.

The baseband signal bandwidth B can be described in the spatial domain as follows:

BL = B [cyc1es/m]
v

(2.19)
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The norrnalized Doppier spread is found from the product of (2.18) and (2.19). Based

on this norrnalized spread the channel can be divided in slow fading and fast fading:

BL *xc < 1 (Fast fading)
High Doppier spread (Bo)
Coherence time < symbol period
Channel variations faster than
baseband signal variations
Signal distortion

BL *xc > 1 (Slow fading)
Low Doppier spread (Bo)
Coherence time> symbol period
Channel variations slower than
baseband signal variations
No signal distortion

In figure 2.5 the effect of slowand fast fading on a transmitted signal is shown. The top

part of the figure shows a signal with a symbol duration Ts1 much shorter than the

coherence time ofthe channel (Tel), i.e. slow fading. The shape ofthe individual

symbols ofthe received signal is almost completely maintained, only the amplitude

varies as a function of time. In the bottom part, however, the symbol duration Ts2 is

much longer than the coherence time ofthe channel (Td, i.e. fast fading. This results in

distorted symbols, as the gain ofthe channel changes much faster than the symbol

transitions of the signal.

As an example, the constraints to avoid fast fading for a mobile station moving at a

speed of 30 mis and using a carrier frequency of 900 MHz are investigated. From

forrnula (2.17) and fm=v/À the coherence time for v=30 mis and À=c/f=0.333 m can be

found: Tc ~ 2 ms. This equivalent with 500 bitsis. As long as the bitrate is larger than

500 bit/s no distortion due to fast fading occurs.

Transmitted signal

~ L
Figure 2.5: Slow andfastfading illustrated
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2.3 Wide band channel characterisation - multipath delay spread

While the previous paragraph described a narrowband channel, where all multipath

components were assumed to arrive at the receiver at the same time, in this paragraph

the model will be extended to a wideband situation where each multipath component

has its own delay. The multipath radio channel is described using its impulse response

and several metrics for multipath time delay are introduced.

2.3.1 Impulse response model of a multipath channel

In addition to Clarke's model, the N multiple paths between transmitter and receiver as

aresult ofthe presence ofreflecting objects and scatterers now not only have a different

phase and amplitude but also a different time delay. Assuming that all scatterers and

reflectors are situated in the far field as seen from both the transmitter and receiver, a

plane wave model can be used, which results in the following frequency domain

description [4]:

N

H(m,x) =Ia; expUç6;)' exp(- jkr;)
;=1

where:

a; exp(jç6J complex magnitude of ith scatterer

kr; e1ectrical distance from ith scatterer to point of observation

k = 2ff wavenumber
A

The phase term kri can be written as [4]:

(2.20)

(2.21 a)

(2.2Ib)

13



where:

delay for the contribution ofthe ith scatterer

WD Doppier shift due to movement [rad/sJ

Ui=cos(a)·wo/c Doppier shift [rad/m]

Fram (2.21b) it can be seen that each scatterer introduces a delay 'ti and a Doppier shift

WD. To distinguish between phase shift caused by time delay and phase shift due to

movement, expression (2.21a) is preferred, using the space variabie x=v/t (v speed of

receiver). This way the model is independent ofthe velocity v.

Combining (2.20) and (2.21a) leads to [4]:

N

H(m,x) = l:>i eXPUç'i - OJ· Ti + Ui' x) = IHI exp(jç')
i=1

Transforming (2.22) to the space-time domain results in [4]:

N

het, x) =I ai . exp(j(ç'i + Ui . x)· 5(t - Ti) = Ih(t,x)1 exp(jç')
i=1

where:

8(t) Dirac impulse function

(2.22)

(2.23)

When a signal x(t) is transmitted over the charmei described by the impulse response

(2.23), the received signal y(t) is:

14
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y(t, x) = x(t) (8) het, x) = I ai . exp(j(ç'i + Ui . x) . x(t - TJ
i=1

(2.24)



where 0 denotes a convolution. From (2.24) it can be seen that the received signal is

composed of multiple versions ofthe transmitted signal, scaled in amplitude, shifted in

phase and shifted in time.

In figure 2.6a a simpIe delay profile is shown for a fixed position x. When the

transmitted signal has a large bandwidth, i.e. the symbol time T is small with respect to

the extend ofthe time delay, the multipaths are resolved as is shown in figure 2.6b

where the received signal is shown for one symbol of the transmitted signa!. The

delayed versions ofthe input signal will interfere with other transmitted symbols and

inter-symbol interference (ISI) results, i.e. the received signalform is distorted. This is

represented in the frequency domain by frequency selective fading.

t
amplitude

t
received

signal T
-+--+

time -.

t •
received r'------,

signal ' I -.

• •
time -.

Figure 2.6a: Delay profile Figllre 2.6b: Symbol time smaller
than extend oftime delay

Figllre 2. 6c: Symbol time larger
than extend oftime delay

Contrary, when the symbol time T ofthe transmitted signal is larger than the extend of

the delay, as shown in figure 2.6c, the amplitudes and phases of the multipath

components mix, resulting in an amplitude-varying signal such as described in

paragraph 2.2. The delayed components are not resolved in this case and the channel is

called a flat fading channel.

2.3.2 Time dispersion metrics

To be able to compare different multipath channels, metrics which grossly quantify

these channels are used. The metrics described below are: mean excess delay, rms delay

spread, maximum excess delay (X dB) and the coherence bandwidth. They are

determined from a power delay profile.

15



Mean excess delay Zin : first moment ofthe power delay profile, defined as:

(2.25)

where 1k is the excess delay and P(1k) the power ofthe kth multipath component.

RMS delay spread CT,: square root of second central moment of the power delay profile,

defined as:

where

LP(Z"k)Z/
Z"2 = _k'===--__

LP(Z"k)
k

(2.26)

(2.27)

In practice 1 m and CT, depend on the choice of a noise threshold. When this threshold is

set too low, noise will be processed as multipath signaIs, resulting in artificially high

delay spreads.

Based on the product ofbandwidth ofthe transmitted signal Band the delay spread cr"

the radio channel can be c1assified as follows:

B*cr,« 1
Narrowband channel
Flat fading

16
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Quasi narrowband channel
Frequency selective fading
Individual paths not
resolvecl

B*cr,» 1
Wideband channel
Frequency selective fading
Individual paths resolved



(2.28)

Maximum excess delay (X dB): defined as the maximum delay for which a multipath is

within X dB ofthe strongest arriving multipath component, ted=tx-ta where tx delay of

component that is within X dB of strongest component, with delay ta.

Coherence bandwidth: measure ofthe range offrequencies over which the channel can

be considered flat, i.e. all spectral components are passed by the channel with equal gain

and linear phase. Coherence bandwidth can be defined as the range of frequencies over

which two frequency components have astrong potential for amplitude correlation.

Interpretation ofmeasured data indicates that an exponential distribution ofthe excess

delays is a good approximation [1, pp 50]:

p( r) = _1 exp[-~J
cr, cr,

Using the the pdf (2.28) for the delay distribution, a uniform distribution for the angle of

wave arrival (p(a)=1/2n over 0 to 2n) Jakes calculated the correlation of the envelopes

ofsignals (as in 2.24) at two frequencies [1, pp 50-51]:

( )_ J; (2Jifm r)
pcr"r- ( )1+ /).OJ·cr,

(2.29)

where fm=v/À is the maximum Doppler shift, /).0) is the frequency separation, cr, is the

delay spread and t is the time separation ofthe signals at the two frequencies. In figure

2.7 the envelope correlation ofthe signals at two frequencies is shown as a function of

the normalized frequency separation, for 3 values ofthe time separation t.

17
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Figure 2. 7: Envelope correlation as afimction ofthe normalizedfrequency separation with the time
separation r as parameter

From figure 2.7 it can be seen that the correlation decreases with increasing frequency

separation as well as with increasing time separation Ct).

One measure ofthe coherence bandwidth Be is defined as the frequency separation

where the envelope correlation (2.29) is 0.5, for 1:'=0 the coherence bandwidth can then

be found from (2.29):

18
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c 2JrO",
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2.4 Microscopie diversity techniques and signal correlations

Diversity techniques exploit the random nature of radio propagation by finding highly

uncorrelated transmission paths from transmitter to receiver. Distinction can be made

between macroscopie diversity and microscopie diversity. An example of macroscopie

diversity is the use of multiple base station with large space separations to combat

shadowing, where the base station is selected that has the best signal reception from the

mobile station. This is illustrated in figure 2.8 where a mobile station is shadowed from

base station 1 by tall buildings and from base station 3 by hilly terrain. Base station 2 is

furthest away from the mobile station, but receives the best signal. Macroscopie

diversity hence improves the link between mobile station and base station.

Microscopie diversity exploits the nature ofthe rapidly changing small scale fading

signal to establish multiple transmission paths. The highly uncorrelated transmission

paths obtained by using diversity techniques can be used to decrease small scade fading,

reduce interference or increase transmission capacity. lt is also possible to combine

these advantages, but then a trade-offhas to be made between them. This paragraph

describes different microscopie receiver diversity techniques combined in some cases

with signal correlations to obtain the constraints to achieve gain from the particular

diversity technique.

Figllre 2.8: Macroscopie diversity. The mobile station is shadowed both by tal! buildings and hilly terrain
resulting in base station 2 receiving the best signal, although it is furthest away.
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2.4.1 Space diversity

For space diversity, multiple antennas are used, separated by a certain distance. When

the received signallevel at one antenna is low, because of a deep fade due to movement,

the signal at the other antenna(s) is most likely not, provided that the signals from the

different antennas are sufficiently uncorrelated. By selecting the best signal at any

moment or combining the signals the average received signallevel can be significantly

increased with respect to using a single antenna. In figure 2.9 The space diversity

concept is illustrated. A system with n diversity branches is used, each with its own

variabie complex gain. The signals from the diversity branches are combined using a

Variabie gain

Antenna 1

Antenna 2

Antenna n

SelectionJ
combining

logic

Output
-----7

Figllre 2.9: General block diagramfor space diversity

space diversity reception method. The most important categories of these methods are

shortly described below.

• Selection diversity

This is a very simple space diversity reception technique. The general block diagram of

figure 2.9 Applies for this method, where the individual gains are adjusted to provide

the same average signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. At any instant of time simply the branch

with the largest SNR is selected.

• Feedback or scanning diversity

Scanning diversity is similar to selection diversity, however instead of selecting the best

signalof all branches, the branches are scanned in a fixed order until one is found that
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has a SNR that is above a certain threshold. This diversity branch is used until the SNR

drops below the threshold and the scanning procedure is repeated.

• Maximal ratio combining

In this method the gains for the branches are set according to the individual SNRs and

then added up. Before the signals from the different branches are added up, the signals

are co-phased to avoid constructive and destructive interference caused by phase

mixing. Maximal ratio combining produces an output SNR equal to the sum ofthe

individual SNRs and is hence capable ofproviding an acceptable output signal even

when none of the individual branches themselves are acceptable.

• Equal gain combining diversity

This space diversity reception method is similar to maximal ratio combining except that

the gains are not constantly changed according to the SNR, but set to unity. Signals

received on the different diversity branches are co-phased and added. The possiblility of

producing an acceptable signal ±rom a number ofunacceptable inputs still remains.

Equal gain combining is only marginally inferior to maximal ratio combining, but

superior to selection diversity [3, pp 332].

An important parameter for space diversity techniques is the required distance between

the antennas to obtain highly uncorrelated signals. In cellular systems the received

signal at the mobile station often exhibits a Rayleigh fading envelope. As the waves are

considered to travel only in a horizontal plane (according to Clarke's model for flat

fading), the diversity antennas are also placed horizontally spaced. When a single signal

is sent from the transmitter over a Rayleigh fading channel and received by two

antennas at the mobile station, separated by a distance d, the cross-correlation for the

two signal envelopes rj and r2, is derived as [2, pp 194]:

(2.31 )

where Jo is the Bessel-function of first kind and Oth order.
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The cross-correlation (2.31) is shown in figure 2.10 as a function ofthe norrnalized

antenna spacing (dO,,). When solving expression (2.31) for zero cross-correlation, the

minimal antenna separation can be found as [2, pp 195]:

0.1

d
min

= 2.4À ~ 0.38À
2ff

0.7

0.6
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......... 0.5
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o'-------',-----'-L_--,L-_~......L../_'___~--"'-:""-,---'---___,'~-~./'
o 0.2 1 U 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

dil..

(2.32)

Figure 2.10: Cross-correlation between envelope ofsignals received at two MS antennas as a function
ofthe normalized (dl),) antenna separation

Table 2.1 Shows the minimum distance between the antennas to obtain uncorrelated

signals for different carrier frequencies.

Table 2.1: Minimum separation between space diversity antennas

Frequency dmin (cm)

900 MHz 12.7

1800 MHz 6.3

5 GHz 2.3

The situation for space diversity at the base station is somewhat different, as can be

explained using figure 2.11. In general the mobile station antenna is placed close to the

ground and the base station antenna is positioned at a hight between 10-50 m. Hence the
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base station is higher up than most possible scatterers in its vicinity and the the

important scatterers are mainly positioned around the mobile station. The signal

received at the MS arrives from all directions, as in the scenario described above, but

the signal received by the BS arrives from aspecific direction.

I
I
I
I

BS : _------"\.>--: _-------------- \ beamwldth

>---l"----:-----------__ 10

I -----_~_
~ 0: ---
I
I

---

Figure 2.11: Model ofthe received signal using base station space diversity

Lee [2, pp 200] determined the cross-correlation coefficient oftwo base-station signal

envelopes received from two space diversity antennas for a configuration as shown in

figure 2.11. The cross-correlation depends both on the beamwidth and the angle (a)

between the direction ofthe mobile station and the antenna array orientation. The

smaller the beamwidth, the larger antenna spacing is necessary to obtain a low

correlation coefficient. Also the smaller the angle a, the larger antenna spacing is

necessary for low correlation. From the results of the calculations by Lee [2, pp 201] a

minimal base station antenna spacing of about 30À can be found for a=90° and a

beamwidth of 0.4° for a correlation < 0.5. For small angles a the necessary spacing is

considerably higher and as all directions have to be taken into account, the antennas

have to be separated by an unpractically large distances. However when using smaller

celsizes (micro-cells, pico-cells) the ratio between the radius oflocal scatterers and the

distance between the MS and the BS decreases and the beamwidth increases, resulting

in more practical values for the antenna spacing.

2.4.2 Polarization diversity

Another way to obtain multiple highly uncorrelated channels between transmitter and

receiver is to use orthogonal polarizations to transmit information. Due to the
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difference in reflection-coefficients for each ofthe two polarizations (which results a

different change of amplitude and phase for each reflection), the received polarizations

are highly uncorrelated. Lee and Yeh [8] measured horizontal and vertical polarization

paths between a mobile and a base station and found the path to be uncorrelated.

Although polarization diversity only provides two diversity branches, it does allow the

antennas to be co-Iocated. At the base station this can be a good altemative for space

diversity, which is costly and unpractical due to the necessary large antenna separations.

2.4.3 Frequency diversity

Frequency diversity transmits information on more than one carrier frequency

simultaneously. When the different carrier frequencies are separated by more than the

coherence bandwidth ofthe channel, the channels will be highly uncorrelated and the

channels will not experience the same fading (see paragraph 2.3.2 for the required

frequency separation). At the receiver either the best available signal is selected

(selection diversity) or the signals at the different carriers are weighted and combined

according to their SNR (combining diversity). Frequency diversity has the disadvantage

that it uses N times the signal bandwidth, where N is the number of diversity branches,

thus occupying scarce bandwidth. It also requires that there are as many receivers as

there are channels used, which can be costly. However only one antenna is neccesary

for frequency diversity, provided that the frequency separation is of about the same

order.

2.4.4 Time diversity

Time diversity transmits the same signal in N different time-slots to obtain N

independently fading signals at the receiver. The time spacings have to exceed the

coherence time ofthe channel, to provide the independent fading conditions. At the

receiver either the best out ofthe N signals can be selected or the N signals can be

combined to obtain an optimal SNR. The disadvantage of time diversity is that the
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transmission capacity ofthe channel is reduced with a factor N, as the same information

is sent N times. However only one receiver and one antenna are neccesary.

2.4.5 Antenna pattern diversity

Another method to obtain highly uncorrelated signals at the receiver is to use multiple

antennas with different antenna patterns. From formula (2.15) it can be seen that the RF

spectrum of the received signal depends on the antenna gain pattern. When antennas

with considerably different antenna patterns are used, it is possible to obtain diversity

gain. In [I, pp 21] an example is shown, where 3 different antennas are used. The

received signal is assumed to show Rayleigh fading and the definition of directions as

defined in figure 2.2. The three antennas and antenna patterns are:

Vertical À/4 antenna along z-axis G(a) =1.5 (2.33)

Loop antenna along x-axis

Loop antenna along y-axis

3
G(a) =-cos 2 (a)

2

G(a) =2sin 2 (a)
2

(2.34)

(2.35)

The output ofthe antenna with pattern (2.33) is an E-field in the z-direction, antenna

pattem (2.34) results in an H-field in the y-direction and (2.35) produces an H-field in

the x-direction. Jakes [I, pp 23-24] derives cross-correlations of these field components

and finds the important result that for a Rayleigh fading channel the three field

components are uncorrelated at t=O, i.e. the cross-correlations without time difference.

Thus when the three antennas are co-Iocated the received signals are uncorrelated and

provide diversity action.
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3 Unidirectional channel models using angular propagation

descriptions

3.1 Introduction

A way to increase the capacity ofwireless communication systems is to exploit the

spatial dimension using directional antennas at the base station (BS). This Spatial

Domain Multiple Access (SDMA) operation is illustrated in figure 3.1, where three

different base station antenna configurations are shown. In figure 3.1 a an

omnidirectional base station antenna will detect the signals from all users in the system,

which requires the use of different temporal channels (Time Domain Multiple Access,

TDMA; Frequency Domain Multiple Access, FDMA) and/or code channels (Code

Division Multiple Access, CDMA) for each user. Using a sectored antenna (figure 3.1b)

the amount ofnoise in a CDMA system is reduced and allows for more users in the

same area. For a TDMA or FDMA cellular system the amount of interference from co

channel cells is reduced, making an increase in frequency reuse possible and hence an

increase in the number ofusers [3, pp. 57-60). Interference is further reduced in the

adaptive antenna approach, shown in figure 3.1c. In the ideal case the adaptive antenna

is able to form a beam for each user in the cell and track each user as it moves using

(a) (b)

t

(c)

Figure 3.1: Comparison ofdifferent Base Station antenna patterns (a) Omni-direetional antenna
pattern (b) seetorized base station antenna pattern (e) adaptive antenna pattern
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beam pattems with a maximum in the desired direction. In SDMA operation (fig. 3.1b

and 3.1c) the temporal and code channels can be reused in the different spatial channels,

providing a larger capacity for acellular system.

Descriptions in literature of the received signal at the base station have mainly been

focussed on the cross-correlation between branches of antenna systems with multiple

elements [9,10]. These branch correlations can be used to evaluate the performance of

signal space operations such as maximal ratio and equal gain combining (see par. 2.4.1).

When applying operations in beam space, such as beam focussing on users and nulling

on interferers, modelling of the angular distribution of energy around the BS is

necessary.

Following [11] two different situations can be distinguished when considering the

antenna pattem of a directional antenna (see figure 3.2):

• Directional antennas with an angular invariant antenna pattem. I.e. the antenna

pattem a(<p-<po) remains the same, relative to the bearing angle <po. In general this

wil1 be the case with mechanically rotated antennas or electronically swept beams

in circular/spherical antenna arrays.

• Antenna systems where the antenna pattem depends on the bearing angle <Po. This is

typically the case with electronic beam sweeping using linear/planar antenna

arrays.

<Do

Angular invariant antenna pattem Angular variant antenna pattem

Figure 3.2: Angular invariant and variant antenna patternsJor different steering aJIgles Ç1J
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In this chapter angular propagation descriptions are given following [11], when a

directional antenna is used at the base station. Paragraph 3.2 presents descriptions valid

for the case of an angular invariant pattem while par. 3.3 focuses on the case of a

variant antenna pattem of a linear antenna array. Finally in par. 3.4 several angular

dispersion metrics are discussed, characterising the propagation environment.

3.2 Angular invariant antenna systems

3.2.1 Angular environment response function

In general more than one path exists between a mobile station (MS) and the base station

(BS) due to scattering and reflection of the waves transmitted by the MS. Au example is

shown in figure 3.3, where the MS uses an omnidirectional antenna. The signal arriving

at the BS can be modelled as the sum of multiple plane waves, each having their own

amplitude, phase and direction of arrival (DOA). In figure 3.4 the angular distribution

of received power at the base station for the scattering layout of figure 3.3 is plotted,

where only the azimuth angle <p is taken into account. The line of sight component is

sUITounded by a contribution of a cluster of houses close to the MS and two reflections

, , , ,
\

\
\
\
\
I
I
I
I

r----'--'-' I
I

I
I

I
I

",/

000000
000000
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000000 ""<r
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000000 \, BS antenn;}1
000000 ',-- --'

Figure 3.3: Multiple pathsfrom MS to BS, resulting in an angular power distribution at the BS
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from large, distant buildings can be seen. Following [11] the signal arriving at the base

station can be described by an angular environment response e(cp). This environment

response function describes the complex signal arriving at the BS as a function ofthe

direction of arrival, hence it describes the influence ofthe scattering environment on the

received signal.

When a directional antenna is used at the base station, the measured signal m(cp) will

depend on the bearing angle of the antenna, i.e. in which direction the antenna points.

For an invariant antenna pattem (see figure 3.2), the measured response can be

described as a convolution:

m(r,o) = i e(ç)· a(ç - r,o)dç

where:

(3.1)

a(~-cp)

e(~)

antenna pattem with bearing angle cp

environment response

When the BS antenna is omnidirectional, the measured response m(cp) consists of the

sum of all incident waves, independent of the angle cp, as the antenna gain is constant

over the angular domain. When performing a sweep over the angular domain with a

directional antenna, the complex amplitude pattem a(cp) of the BS antenna will filter the

environment response function e(cp). The resulting measured response is shown in figure

3.5 for two different antenna pattems, where the environment response shown in figure

- le(<p)1

'"

Figure 3.4: Angular power distribution at the BSfor the scattering layout ofjigure 3.3
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3.4 is used. In figure 3.5a a narrow antenna pattem results in the measured response

being similar to the environment response. Using an antenna with a broader pattem, the

measured response is a smeared out version ofthe environment response. The change in

complex amplitude due to a continuously changing partial selection ofthe environment

response by a swept antenna system is called angular fading [11]. From figure 3.5 it can

be seen that a narrower antenna beam results in worse angular fading.

- Im(<p)1 " - Im(<p)1
---- la(<p)1 ---- la(<p)1

.\~ ."\~
180 0

'" 270

(a) (b)

Figllre 3.5: Measured response m(rp) when using (a) a narrow beam antenna at the ES and (b) aBS
antenna with a broader antenna pattern

When the uncorrelated scattering (US) condition applies, i.e. the complex amplitudes of

the plane waves contributing to the received signal are uncorrelated, the summation in

(3.1) will be noncoherent. Hence the convolution equation (3.1) will also hold for the

average power responses:

M(rp) == tE(ç6). A(ç6 - rp)dç6 (3.2)

where:

M(rp) == Im(rp)1
2

E(rp) == le(rp)1
2

A(rp) == la(rp)1
2

(3.3)
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Since the antenna pattem is detenninistic, no averaging is necessary to establish the

power response. The averaging in (3.3) can either be perfonned in the spatialor

temporal domain. Averaging in the spatial domain assumes an area around the MS

where the angular environment function e(<p) is stationary. Temporal averaging assumes

a sounding bandwidth larger than the coherence bandwidth ofthe channel. The process

can then be seen as averaging over the frequency domain fades.

3.3 Angular variant systems: linear arrays

When the beam of a linear array is steered, the antenna pattem typically changes with

the bearing angle <po. This variance will be shown in paragraph 3.3.1. Consequently a

invariant description is given, which is used to obtain the correlation between the

element voltages ofthe linear array.

3.3.1 Antenna pattern of a Iinear array

Figure 3.6 shows a linear antenna array with N identical elements. The elements have an

equal spacing of /).f and the bearing angle <po (direction of steered beam) is defined with

broadside at <p=90°. The totallength ofthe array is L=N·/)'f.

L

r~
__;~ ~i<PL ~_~o

/' \

• <g(<p) )
., I"'-_ ...

•1

Figllre 3.6: Electronically swept beam using a linear array ante/ma
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The far field antenna pattem of a linear array of identical elements all of identical

magnitude, steered in the direction epa is [12, pp 251]:

(3.4)

where the identical element pattems are geep) and the array factor AF is [12, pp 258]

N

AF =I e I (n-l}lf/

n;l

(3.5)

where \jf is the relative phase between the elements. The relative phase consists of a

progressive excitation phase pofthe elements and a phase difference resulting from a

difference in path length from a distant point to neighbouring elements:

VI" =k . 111 . cos(ÇJ) + ft
2:rr

where k=-
À

(3.6)

The phase difference due to difference in path length is c1arified in figure 3.7, where far

Figure 3. 7: Phase difJerence between two neighbouring arrayelements because ofdifJerence in path
length
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field observations are assumed. A plane wave arrives at two neighbouring elements

under approximately the same angle <P and the path difference the plane wave travels to

neighbouring arrayelements is ,'1t'·cos(<p). This equals a phase difference

\jJ=k·,'1t'·cos(<p).

The array factor (3.5) can be written in compact form using sine functions [12, pp 259]:

(3.7)

The array factor has a maximum for \jJ=O [12, pp 260], so the phase excitation ~

necessary to steer the beam in a certain direction <Po can be equating (3.6) to 0:

(3.8)

By controlling the progressive excitation phase difference ~, the maximum ofthe

antenna pattem can be steered. To steer the antenna pattem in broadside direction

(<Po=900), a progressive phase ~=O follows from (3.8). Similar to (3.1) the measured

response m(<p) from the linear array is the environment response e(<p) filtered with the

antenna pattem. Combining (3.1) with (3.4) gives the measured response when the array

is steered in the direction <po:

34

m(Ç?o) = 1e(Ç?)' a(Ç?, Ç?o )dÇ?

= 1e(Ç?)' g(Ç?)' AF· dÇ?
N

= 1e(Ç?)' g(Ç?)' L ei(n-l).V/ d Ç?
n=l

N N

= L1e(Ç?)' g(Ç?)' ej(n-l)'V/ dÇ? =LVn
n=1 n=l

(3.9)



where V n is the array element voltage of element n and can be rewritten from (3.9) using

(3.8) as:

V n = fe(ÇJ)' g(ÇJ)' exp[j. k· M· (n -1)' (cos(ÇJ)- cos(ÇJo))]dÇJ

n =l ...N
(3.10)

where the beam is steered in the direction cpa by using a progressive phase difference

between the elements of p=-k~Rcos(CPa) (3.8).

The array factor depends on the steering angle cpa (3.7,3.8), so consequently the antenna

pattern a(cp,cpa) (3.4) changes with cpa. This variance in the angular domain is illustrated

in figure 3.8 where the antenna pattern of a 4-element array (N=4) is shown for different

angles cpa where omnidirectional elements are used (g(cp)=l).

:----+-----i 0

cpa=60°

90

~--+-----i018l1--H----:;s;'---------1+--------j 0

270 270 270

Figure 3.8: Variant antenna pattern ofa linear array (N=4) with beam steering in the direction
f/Jo=30 ~ f/Jo=45 °and f/Jo=60 ':

As a result of the angularly variant antenna pattern the relation between the measured

response and the environment cannot be described by a convolution like in the invariant

case (3.1).
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3.3.2 Angular invariant description of the measured response of a linear array

The array element voltage (3.10) can be written in a continuous way as a function of

distance f along the array, defined in figure 3.6. This results in [11]:

(3.11 )

The exponential term in (3.11) makes the integral much like a Fourier transform [11]. A

variabIe transform from <p to Cû =k-cos(<p) changes (3.11) in [11]:

v(l) = fe(m). g(m). exp(j· m·l)dm = F-1[v(m )]

where:

9 = arcco{:)

k = 2Jr
À

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

Expression (3.13) describes the measured response independent of the bearing angle <po.

Using a variabIe transform and a Fourier transform, an invariant description is obtained

for the measured response of a linear array. The array element outputs are discrete

sampled versions ofv(f) with sampling interval f..f.

For a linear array with a finite length L, v(f) is adjusted with a window w(f). The

measured response as a function ofthe distance 1along the array is:

m(l) = v(l) . w(l)
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A similar variabie transform and Fourier transform as used for (3.12) changes (3.16) as:

ln(aJ) =F[m(l)] = JV(l). w(l)· exp(j· aJ ·l)dl =V(aJ) 0 w(aJ) (3.17)

In [11] expression (3.13) is compared with the description ofDoppler shift in the

Doppier frequency domain (2.15), par. 2.2.2. The latter frequency domain describes the

frequency shifts of a received signal at the base station, due to movement of the mobile

station. When considering "virtual movement" along the BS antenna array, (3.13) can

be seen as a frequency domain description where frequency shifts result from this

"virtual movement", hence [11] refers to this frequency domain as "virtual Doppier

domain". Here the virtual Doppier shifts depend on the angle <p between arriving plane

waves and the direction ofvirtual movement at the BS, whereas the real Doppier shifts

(par 2.2.2) depend on the angle a (see figure 2.2) between departing plain waves from

the MS and the direction ofmovement ofthe MS. Note that only the latter introduces

real spatially/temporally dependent channel dynamics.

3.3.3 Correlation functions

Vnder uncorrelated scattering (US) assumptions, the convolution (3.17) will also hold

for average power spectra P((J) ):

(3.18)

The cross-power spectrum and the spatial cross-correlation form a Fourier-pair (via

Wiener-Kitchine correlation theorem):

Pm12 (aJ) = mi (aJ)' iii: (aJ)~ Rml2 (I) = Jm\ (IJ)' m; (IJ -1';iIJ
L

= RVI2 (I). R
W

!2 (I)
(3.19)
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where Pmdro) is the cross-power spectrum between two different beams from two

arrays. The auto-correlation follows from (3.19) ifml=mZ and the correlation coefficient

IS:

(3.20)

The spatial coherence length can be found from (3.20) and describes the minimum

antenna element spacing necessary to achieve decorrelated antenna port outputs.
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3.4 Angular dispersion metrics

First measures that describe the distribution of power over the angles of arrival at the

directional antenna are treated. After that two metrics, the window W<pq and the quality

factor Q<pw, are described, which can be used to find limits for Space Division Multiple

Access (SDMA) techniques in beam-space.

The angular spread is the square root of the second central moment of the measured

angular response. The main problem is the circular nature ofthe measured response

M(<p) (3.3), which makes it difficult to define the mean angle. In [13] the mean value is

defined as the direction ofthe centre of gravity. The received pattem is then cut 1800

from that point to form a linear distribution. This is illustrated in figure 3.9.

~-+---+~-+-------j-~----j~-+---

(

(j)+18ü

(b)

Figure 3.9: Defining the mean angle by the centre ofmass approach and changing a circlilar response
(a) to a liJwar distriblltion (b)

The centre of gravity can be found by writing the measured response using complex

vectors and calculate the vectorial sum:

x + j. Y=M(Ç7)' e I9

x= fX(Ç7}iÇ7= fM(Ç7),cos(Ç7)dÇ7

y = fY(Ç7}iÇ7 = fM(Ç7)' sin(Ç7)dÇ7

(3.21)
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where the mean angle is the direction ofthe centre of gravity, found from (3.21):

Ç? =arctan(;) (3.22)

The angular spread S<p,measured ofthe measured response can be found from the linear

distribution [13]:

S2 = ,.fM (9) . (9 - 9")2 dm ~ ~+Jl80 M(9)' (9 - 9")2 dm
tp,measured 'j M Y M Y

tp tp,totai ~-l80 tp,totai

where M<p, tatal is the total measured power at the BS.

(3.23)

Varianee subtraction can be used to remove the filtering influence of the antenna used

for determining the angular spread. Even though the antenna pattem is not a statistical

quantity, in [14] it is shown that variance subtraction not only holds for a convolution,

but also for a correlation. The angular spread of the environment is then found from:

2 S2S tp,environmenl = S tp,measured - tp,antenna (3.24)

Another measure for the angular dispersion is the standard error around the mean

direction [16], that uses the normalised radius to the centre of gravity and provides a

good measure for wide angular distributions. The normalised radius to the centre of

gravity is found from (3.21):

40
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This radius win vary between 0 and 1, with 0 denoting an angular power distribution

with no c1ear bias in a certain direction and 1 denoting the extreme case of only power

received from a single direction.

The standard error around the mean direction is similar to [17]:

(3.26)

In [18] a method for quantifying angular spread based on Fourier coefficients ofM(<p) is

defined in the fol1owing way:

(3.27)

The same symbol is used for this spread measure as in (3.26), because it can be shown

that (3.26) and (3.27) are just different formulations ofthe same measure (see Appendix

C). This measure for angular spread, A, wil1 be 0 in the extreme case of only received

power from a single direction and 1 in the case of no c1ear bias in the angular

distribution of received power.

The window method defines a window W<pq with a minimum length for a given ratio q

of power inside and outside the window (interference ratio) [15]:

[

{M(ÇJ)dÇJ ]
Wçr] =min W i =q

W M(ÇJ)dÇJ
Jl"-W

where w is an angular window (degrees).

(3.28)
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From (3.28) the minimal window win degrees ean be found for a given interferenee

ratio q, W'i'q. This ean be used in SDMA operation (par 3.1) to obtain the minimal size

in degrees of an angular user slot that assures at least a ratio q ofthe total received

power from that user resides in that slot.

The quality factor is Q'i'w is found as the maximum interferenee ratio for a given angular

window w [15]:

(3.29)

From (3.29) the maximal interferenee from a user in an adjacent slot in SDMA

operation ean be obtained, when a angular slot ofw degrees is used.
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4 Dnal directional channel modelling

In this chapter the environment response defined in chapter 3 will be extended to a case

where a directional antenna is used at both sides of the radio link. Definitions of angular

dispersion metrics will be described based on par. 3.4. In par. 4.3 different aspects of

Multi-Input-Multi-Output antenna systems are treated, that are highly dependent on the

directional characteristics of the radio channe1. Different scattering scenarios are

introduced in par. 4.4 and the performance ofMIMO-systems in those environments is

discussed. This is followed by a c1assification of radio channels according to the defined

scattering scenarios, based on dispersion metrics.

4.1 Environment link function

When directional antennas at both ends of a radio link, it is necessary to have a

description of the propagation in the radio channel that inc1udes both the angle of

departure and the angle of arriva1. So, where for a unidirectional model it suffices to

model the environment response e(<Prx) as a function of the angle of arrival (AOA) <prx.

In the dual directional case, however, the angle of departure (AOD) <ptx dependence has

to be inc1uded in the environment response. This is illustrated in figure 4.1 in where

both a directional antenna is used at the transmitter and at the receiver. Only the azimuth

Antenna
pattem

Transmitter

Radio Channel

.........J f !. .

Figllre 4.1: Angular propagationfor a dual directional antenna system
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angle <P is considered. The propagation ofthe transmitted signal through the radio

channel will in general depend on the angle of departure <Ptx. As aresult the

environment response e(<Prx,<Ptx) now is a function of both <Ptx and <prx.

When both the tranmitter and receiver antenna pattems are angularly invariant, the

description of the measured response m(<p) (3.1) can be extended to the dual directional

case using only azimuth angles [19]:

which can be rewritten as:

m((jJrx' (jJrx) = i" a(rlrx - (jJrx{( e(ç?,x' ç?rx)' a(ç?rx - (jJ,x )dç?rx ]dç?rx

= ( a(ç?rx - (jJrJ' e((jJrx' ç?rJdç?rx

(4.1)

(4.2)

where e(<Ptx, ~rx) in the last term of (4.2) equals the environment response for the uni

directional case, but now for a specific beam direction <Ptx at the transmitter.

Simular to the uni-directional case, for invariant antenna pattems these convolutions can

be conveniently described in the angular frequency domain as:

m(OJ OJ )= e(OJ OJ ). (j' (- OJ ). (j' (- OJ )
f/J,x 'ÇJrx f/J/x 'ÇJrx tx flJr,r rx ÇJrx

(4.3)

In appendix D, an extension the the invariant description for linear arrays to the dual

direction is given.

From now on the environmental response e(<ptx, <Prx) will be called linkfunction, as it

describes the links between the transmitter and receiver in terms ofthe AOD and AOA.
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A very simple example of a link function would in a situation where only a line-of-sight

path is present with complex amplitude ofthe received signal E1os:

(4.4)

In this case only an AOD and AOA of 0 wi11 result in signal reception.

When relative movement between transmitter and receiver is present, the link function

can be extended to inc1ude the DoppIer domain (spatial displacement d). Fina11y for a

wideband channel the temporal domain Cc) can be inc1uded in the link function to

account for multipath propagation delay differences resulting in e(d;t,<j)tx, <j)rx).

4.2 Angular dispersion metrics

The angular dispersion metrics described in par. 3.4 wi11 be used and in a simpIe way

extended to the dual directional case. The angular power distribution seen from both the

transmitter and the receiver can be obtained easily from the environment link function:

e(ç'J = i" e(ç'tx, t/JrJdt/Jrx

e(ç'rx) = ( e(t/JLt' Ç'rx )dt/Jtx
(4.5)

The angular spread can now be determined analogously to the description in par. 3.4 for

each of the angular power distributions of (4.5), resulting in an S<p,tx and S<p,rx. The

normalised radius to the centre of gravity can also be determined for both, Rn,tx and

Rn,rx. Those radii result with formula (3.26) in two standard errors around the mean

direction, Atx and Arx.
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4.3 Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) systems

The concept ofusing multi-element antennas on both the transmitter and receiver side

has shown very promising results with respect to spectral efficiency in a rich scattering

environment [20). In this paragraph different aspects of these so-called MIMO-systems

are introduced.

Picture 4.2 shows a system with multiple antenna elements at each side and indicates

the different links between the elements.

M transmitter antennas N receiver antennas

•
• 2

• 3I
I
I
I'N

.",.,;,.,

:::':::'::';':':':"({i(:.
.............. . .

..''!;;''';::; ......; ...:.::::::::~=s:.~......?....;;:::;/:...7..·
...:::::: ~
,,:...;:;;;;~.: ...•.::.....:.. :~.....:::::::;;;;:;,::;:::;; ..............••,.... ;;;::.:.:.:.:iW •.....::;........ . ;: :: .

.:.....:-'..::...,::.:.......,::::;;..-,...;::.:..~-':::.
·:::·.~.,·::: ·:I-'·::

1.2.
3 •

I
I
I
IM'

Figure 4.2: Multiple element antennas at bath transmitter and receiver, with a totalof N*M links

The signals at the transmitter can be written as: x(t)=[x](t), X2(t), ... ,XM(t)]T, where xm(t)

is the signal at the mth transmit antemla port and [.]T denotes transposition. In the same

way the signals at the receiver can be written as y(t)=[Yl(t), Y2(t), ... ,YN(t)]T, where Yn(t)

is the signal at the nth receive antenna port. The transmission from transmitter to

receiver can be described by an instantaneous narrowband complex channel matrix, H,

with N rows and M columns:

hl! h Z! h J1 h Ml

h lZ h 22 h J2 h M2

'H= hl] h 2J h JJ h MJ (4.6)

h 1N h 2N h JN h MN

where hrnn is the instantaneous complex channel coefficient between the mth transmit

d h
th .

antenna an ten recelve antenna.
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The relation between y(t) and x(t) can thus be described as:

y(t) = H . x(t) (4.7)

The e1ements hmn ofthe channel matrix H describe the influence ofthe propagation

environment on each link in the MIMO-system. In a completely statie situation, i.e. no

movement of transmitter, receiver and scatterers, the channel matrix will have fixed

entries. In general, however, there will be at least some minimal movement (on the

order of several wavelengths ofthe carrier signal) around a mean position, resulting in a

time(space)-varying channel matrix.

4.3.1 Spatial correlation

It is known from literature [20,23,27] that a low spatial correlation is a requirement for

the support of parallel channels in a MIMO system. The spatial correlation coefficient

between any two links can be described as:

(4.8)

where:

(4.9)

E[.] in formula (4.9) denotes expectation. The spatial power corre1ation coefficient is

derived from (4.8) [19]:

(4.10)
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Note that even for a small number of antennas on each side ofthe link, the number of

spatia1 correlation coefficients is rather large. For M transmit and N receive antennas,

there are M*N links, resulting in (M*N)*(M*N) spatia1 correlation coefficients:

PII,II

p= PIN,II

PMN,ll

PII,IN

PIN,IN

P MN,IN

PII,MN

PIN,MN

P MN,MN

(4.11)

where Pmn,pq is short for p(m[=m, n]=n, m2=P, n2=q). Since Pmn,mn=I for m E [1, ... ,M]

and nE [I, ... ,N] the diagona1 of(4.lI) equa1s unity. The spatia1 corre1ation matrix pis

a1so symmetrie around the diagona1, since Pmn,pq=Ppq,mn for m, p E [I, ... ,M] and n, q E

[I, ... ,N]. The actua1 number ofspatia1 corre1ations that have to be ca1cu1ated is thus

(M*N)12 - M*N.

In [23,24] the spatia1 correlation coefficients are described in a more compact way by

defining correlation coefficients at both the transmitter and receiver side as follows:

(4.12)

(4.13)

where (4.12) is independent of n and (4.13) is independent of m. This will be valid

under the assumption that the e1ements of each array are c1ose1y co-10cated and hence

illuminate the same surrounding scatterers, resulting in identica1 corre1ation coefficients

on the other side ofthe link [24].
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From (4.12) and (4.13) the symmetrical correlation matrices can be defined:

1 p TX TX

lpn n

J

12 PIM
11

:~ ~
TX 1 P TX

R TX = : P12 2M (4.14)
TX

PMI TX p TX 1PIM 2M

1 RX RX

lP~
M

J

P 12 PIN

~:~ =

RX 1 RX

RRX = :
P12 P 2N (4.15)

RX
P NI RX RX 1PIN P 2N

The spatial correlation matrices RTX and RRX do not describe (4.11) completely, since it

does not describe the correlation coefficients of links between different antennas on

each side, i.e. ml't:m2 and nj:;t:m2. It can however be shown theoretically [24] that:

(4.16)

provided that (4.12) and (4.13) are independent ofrespectively n and m. Using the

relation (4.16), the complete spatial correlation matrix (4.11) can be derived from RTX

and RRX:

RRX TX R TX R
P 12' RX PlM' RX

TX R RRX TX R
p=

P 21' RX P 2M' RX (4.17)

TX R TX R R J0rP MI' RX P M2' RX

Since RTX and RRX are symmetric and have respect. Mand N unity entries, the number

of correlations that have to be calculated to construct (4.17) is M2/2-M + N212-N.
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4.3.2 Eigenvalue analysis by means ofSingular Yalue Decomposition (SYD)

A measure for the possible uses a MIMO antenna system can extract from the

propagation medium is to use eigenvalue decomposition of the inner product Gram

matrix G ofthe channel matrix H, which will be quadratic with M rows and columns

and is defined as [21]:

(4.18)

The matrix G is Hermittian, i.e. G=GH, where [.]H indicates complex conjugate

transposition (Hermittian transposition). There will be n=min[M,N], distinct, real,

positive eigenvalues and the remaining will be zero (in case M>N) [21]:

(4.19)

where min[.] returns the minimum value ofthe arguments.

These eigenvalues together with the associated eigenvectors can be obtained by means

of eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix G, i.e. finding Wand A so that:

G·W=W·A (4.20)

where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and the colums of Ware the associated

eigenvectors.

In order to get the weight vector associated with the eigenvalue decomposition, it is

from a numerical point ofview convenient to use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

of the matrix H, in which U and Y are found so that:
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where D is a diagonal matrix of real, non-negative singular values:

(4.22)

and U and Vare orthogonal matrices, with u), ... ,Um and V),oo.,Vm the left and right

singular column vectors:

U = [UI' Uz , , Urn]E C
mxll

V = [VI' V Z , , Vrn]E C
mxll

The matrix G can be rewritten using (4.18) and (4.21):

G=H·HH =(U.D.V).(U·D.Vt =U.D·V·V H .DH ·U H

=U·D·D·U H

G·U=U·D·D·U H ·U=U·D·D

(4.23)

(4.24)

The columns of U are thus eigenvectors ofG and the associated eigenvalues are the

squares ofthe singular values of matrix D, since D·D=A. The use ofthe Singular Value

Decomposition in a MIMO antenna system can be interpreted from rewriting (4.21) for

a particular eigenvalue, 1.1:

(4.25)

Ifv, is used as a transmit weight factor, i.e. a complex weight for each transmit antenna,

the singular value -YÀ! is excited, with a power gain of l.I. A receive weight factor UI
H

, a

conjugate match gives the received voltage and power at the receiver:

P = IV 1

2
= Ar r I

(4.26)
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By applying the appropriate weight vectors at the transmitter and receiver array,

n=min[M,N] parallel channels will be available, since the inner product Gram matrix G

of channel matrix H has n eigenvalues. The gain of each channel is equal to the

associated eigenvalue (see formula 4.26).

4.3.3 Diversity potential and gain enhancement

Space diversity was discussed in par. 2.4.1 as a way to obtain an improved average

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by using multiple antennas at one side of the link, separated

by a certain distance, that has to be large enough to ensure uncorrelated signals at the

different antennas. When the signals at the different antennas can be considered

uncorrelated it can be shown that the average SNR increases with a factor M, where M

is the number of antenna elements used [3, pp 329]. This is called a diversity order M.

In a MIMO system, where M·N links exist, there will be a potential diversity order

M·N, provided that all links are uncorrelated. For a fixed antenna seperation, the

diversity order will depend on the correlation between the elements, which can also be

seen from the amount of angular spread (see par. 2.4.1).

Using antenna arrays has also another advantage: an improvement in antenna gain. In a

LOS situation the antenna weights can all be set to unity, with a progressive phase (as in

par. 3.3.1) and the E-fields ofthe different antennas will add up in the steered direction.

The total transmit power is divided over the M (N) antennas, i.e. in case the total power

is 1 W, l/M (lIN) W per antenna. The E-field on each antenna will then be v'(l/M),

(v'(lIN)) Vlm and the sum ofthe E-fields Mv'(l/M), (Nv'(1IN)). The total power in the

specific direction is then the square ofthe total E-field: M (N). Constructive and

destructive interference leads to an antenna gain of M on one side and N on the other

side: this is a totallink gain ofMN. In a situation with uncorrelated signaIs, the gain can

be found from the largest eigenvalue [21].
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4.3.4 Spectral efficiency of parallel channels

Instead of combining independent channels in a MIMO antenna system into maximum

power diversity, it is also possible to keep them as parallel channels with independent

information. By means of Shannon's capacity measure, the upper bound on realisable

information rates through these parallel channels will be described. The way of

distributing the available power over the different channels to achieve maximum

capacity follows from the 'water-filling' theorem, as described later.

Shannon's capacity measure for the spectral efficiency measured in bits/s/Hz for one

Gaussian channel (Rayleigh fading channel) is given by [25]:

(4.27)

where S is the signal power and No the noise power.

For n such channels the capacity is [25]:

C =n . log2 (1 + _8_J bits/s/Hz
n·No

(4.28)

where the total signal power S is divided evenly between n channels. It can be noticed

from (4.28) that especially for SlNo large, a substantial increase in capacity is obtained

by an increase in the number of channels, n. This is illustrated in figure 4.3 where the

total capacity is shown as a function ofthe number of channels, for different SlNo.
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Figure 4.3: Total capacity in bits/s/Hz for different S/No as a function ofthe number ofchannels n

As was seen in par. 4.3.2, the eigenvalue expansion provides the gain [or each parallel

channel. Assuming the same noise power for each channel, Si is the input power in the

ith channel divided by the common noise power. The power is multiplied by the channel

gain Ài , so l/À i is effectively the normalized noise power for the ith channel. The so

called 'water filling' concept is the solution to obtaining the maximum capacity. Each

channel is 'filled up' to a common level K:

(4.29)

The channel with the highest gain thus receives the largest share of power. The powers

are constraint by:

(4.30)
n

In case the level K drops below the highest lIÀ then the associated power is set to zero.
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The maximum capacity obtained using the 'water-filling' concept:

c =I log2 (1 + Ai . Si) bit/s/Hz
n'

where the summation is done over all n' channels with non-zero power.

(4.31 )

In paragraph 4.3.2 it was found that the number of eigenvalues is given by n=min[M,N].

This means that also n parallel channels exist. However, when e.g. the elements ofthe

channel matrix Hare highly correlated, there will indeed be n eigenvalues, but only one

will have a high gain and the gain ofthe others will be almost neglegible and don't add

any significant capacity. A better definition can be given for the number of parallel

channels as follows [24]:

n = rank[G]:S; min[M, N] (4.32)

where rank[.] returns the rank ofthe matrix argument. The rank of a matrix gives an

indication of the number of linearly independent rows of columns of a matrix. The rank

is bound by the number of eigenvalues min[M,N] in an optimal situation oftotally

independent columns/rows.

4.4 Multi element arrays in different scattering scenarios

In par. 4.3 it was made c1ear that the performance of a MIMO system is highly

dependent on the amount of correlation between the signals ofthe different links. The

amount of correlation is in itself determined by the scattering environment.

In this paragraph, different scattering scenarios will be introduced. For each scenario the

performance for a MIMO antenna system will be qualitatively treated and expectations

for the range of several metrics that describe the scattering scenario will be given.
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4.4.1 Scattering scenario A: No scatterers around both Tx and Rx

Figure 4.4 illustrates a scenario with no scattering around both the transmitter array and

the receiver array.

rf/...l r ---+~,\L IX

~ ~~
Transmitter array

Figllre 4.4: Transmitter and receiver array without surrounding scafferers

Receiver array

The only path from transmitter to receiver in this situation without scatterers is the

direct line-of-sight (LOS). The elements of the channel matrix H (4.1) will be totally

correlated, so no diversity gain can be obtained. Also no parallel channels are available,

since the totally correlated channel matrix williead to only one strong eigenvalue. The

only advantage ofusing multiple elements on each side ofthe link in this situation is an

improved gain, the array gain. These gains are accessible by using a unity weight vector

and a progressive phase at the elements of each array, so that the antenna pattem ofthe

arrays point towards each other. The gain ofthe transmit array, GTx=M and the gain of

the receive array, GRX=N (see par. 4.3.3). The resulting link gain GL , relative to one

antenna on each side: GL=M·N. Since only a LOS path exist, the angular spread at both

sides and the delay spread will be zero: Slp,tX=O , Sep,rx=O, Atx=O, Arx=O and O"t=O.

The above discussion is valid for distances r in the far-field ofthe antenna arrays,

which will be the case for most practical values of array sizes Ltx, Lrx and commonly

used wavelengths in multi element antenna systems. A commonly used limit for the

distance where the far-field starts r[can be found from [12, pp 33]:

(4.33)

where D is the largest linear dimension of the antenna and À the wavelength.
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The far field distance for a 4 by 4 antenna system at a frequency of 2 GHz and antenna

spacings of A/2, will e.g. result via formula (4.33) in a far field distance r2 of 0.67 m.

When the LOS path is partially blocked, the only consequence is a decrease in received

power with respect to a LOS situation, ultimately leading to loss of signal for a totally

blocked LOS.

4.4.2 Scattering scenario B: Local scattering around one array, no scattering

around the other

In this scattering scenario, there are no scatterers in the local area around one array and

a disc of scatterers around the other array. This is illustrated in figure 4.5 with local

scattering around the transmitter array and no scattering around the receiver array. This

Disc of scatterers

L,I.'.1__-+ r ------.1;\LLx
~ J~

Receiver array

Figure 4.5: No scattering around the receiver array and a disc ofscatterers around the transmitter
array

scenario could e.g. describe a micro cell with a mobile station surrounded by local

scatterers and an elevated base station without any scatterers in its neighbourhood.

For Dir « 1, the transmitter array together with the surrounding scatterers appears as a

point source as seen from the receiver. At receiver the antenna weights are adjusted for

max. free space gain, cf. LOS situation, and a gain of GRX=N can be obtained. At the

transmitter side transmit diversity techniques can be used resulting in a diversity order

Mand a gain M [29]. The totallink gain will thus be: GL=GRXGTX=MN.

The angular spread seen from transmitter side S<p,tx will be large and the spread at

receiver side, S<p,rx~O, so Atx~1, Arx~O.
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The delay spread (jt (2.26) can be norrnalised to the delay of the LOS-component, 'to to

obtain a metric for the delay spread independent on the actual distance r:

(4.34)

The norrnalised delay spread (4.34) can be expected to be close to 0 for D/r«l.

Since the signals on antennas at receiver side are highly correlated (see par. 2.4.1), there

is effectively 1 antenna on that side, and no support for parallel channels can be

expected.

Increasing Dir to ~1 changes the scattering scenario to scenario D (par. 4.4.4)

4.4.3 Scattering scenario C: Local scattering around both Tx and Rx

The next scattering scenario to be treated is a situation with scattering around both

arrays, as shown in figure 4.6.

Disc of scatterers

~/l..1__--+ r --+__-----.1\\\Ltx

~ J~

Figure 4.6: A disc ofscatterers around both the transmitter and the receiver array

Since both arrays are surrounded by a disc of scatterers, the angular spread is expected

to be large for both transmitter array and receiver array, thus a large S«l,tx and S(jl,rx, so
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Atx~l and Arx~1. A direct conclusion might be that such a scattering scenario has a good

support for parallel channels. Care must however be taken, since it is known from

literature [27-29] that for some channels the signals are uncorrelated at both sides (wide

angular spread), but poor support for parallel channels exist. This has to do with the

normalised distance Dir between the two antenna arrays, which is illustrated in figure

4.7. In figure 4.7a Dir is small, there is local scattering around both antenna systems,

but a large 'gap' in between. The two scattering clusters are so far apart that they look

like point sources. Each antenna plus its surrounding scatterers could be seen as one

effective antenna and these two effective antennas are in the far field of each other[27].

This type of channel is called pinhole channel [27] or keyhole channel [28]. Although

there is poor support for parallel channels, the diversity order is M·N and the link gain is

also M·N [29].

Gr--------E)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Two scattering scenarios with loeal scattering around both arrays with (a) large
separation between scattering discs, (b) overlapping scattering discs

In figure 4.7b the normalised distance Dir is close to 1. Seen from the perspective of the

effective antennas, the two effective antennas are here in the radiating near-field of each

other. This type of channel, where both the antenna arrays are surrounded by scatterers

and no large gap exists between the scattering discs, is known to provide support for

parallel channels [29]. The diversity order is also M·N and the asymptotic result for the

link gain for large values ofM and N is GL=CYM+-JN)/'2.

A way to distinguish between the two situations shown in figure 4.7 could be to use the

normalised delay spread CJ,n (4.34). This normalised delay spread will be almost zero in

the situation offigure 4.7a, but will be considerably larger than 0 for the situation of

figure 4.7b.
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If, in the situation of figure 4.7b there is a large power LOS component, both the

angular spreads will be lower than expected in this situation and the support for parallel

channels will degrade severely, because of higher correlation between the different

links.

4.4.4 Scattering scenario D: scattering disc bound by an ellips

In figure 4.8 a scattering scenario is shown where scatterers are present around the

transmitter array, around the receiver array and in between the arrays, but the area is

bound by an ellips determined by D and r. For Dir ~ 1 this scenario reduces to that of

par. 4.4.3. For Dir ~O the scenario of figure 4.8 resembles the scenario of figure 4.7a,

although here still some scatterers may be present between the arrays. For D/r« 1 the

support for parallel channels is thus expected to be worse than for the situation of figure

4.7b and better than the situation in figure 4.7a.

Scattering area

r

D

Figure 4.8: Scatterers around both transmitter and receiver, bound by an ellips
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4.5 Classification of MIMO radio channels based on dispersion metrics

To distinguish between the different scattering scenarios the angular spread (3.26) is

best suited to describe the angular dispersion, since it is limited between 0 and 1. When

using the product of the to angular spreads:

(4.35)

the scattering scenarios can be divided as follows:

Atx·Arx=O

0<Atx·Arx<0.25

0.25<Atx ·Arx<1

scattering scenario A, LOS situation

scattering scenario B

scattering scenario C and D

The limit of 0.25 for distinction between scenario Band CID is based on a maximum

angular spread of 0.5 on each side.

To distinguish between a situation with good and poor support for parallel channels (see

figure 4.7) the normalised delay aln can be used:

cr'tn~O Situation of figure 4.7a, poor support for parallel channels

However, it is difficult to estimate how large the normalised spread needs to be for good

parallel channel support. It can only be expected that the larger the normalised delay

spread, the better the support for parallel channels.
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5 Propagation simulations in the dual directional indoor radio

channel

In this chapter simulations ofpropagation in the indoor radio channel are described,

taking into account both the angle of departure and the angle of arrival, hence the term

dual directional radio channel. Two ray-tracing techniques are discussed, the model

details are described and the geometry of the different indoor simulation environments

are introduced, which are based on the scattering scenarios of chapter 4 angular

dispersion metrics are derived from the simulation results and the validity ofthe

proposed c1assification ofradio channels is investigated.

5.1 Modelling radio propagation

Theoretically, propagation characteristics could be exactly computed by solving

Maxwell's equations with the geometry ofthe environment as boundary conditions.

Clearly this approach is too complicated even for a simple geometry and will take too

long to compute on a normal PC. In order to simplify calculations, propagation models

based on the geometrical optics approximation have been proposed. Ray-tracing is one

ofthose methods based on the geometrical optics approximation. This method assumes

all propagation takes place in the form ofplane waves, so a path between a transmitter

and receiver can be modelled by means of a (sequence of) rays. To ray-tracing methods

will be described further on, the ray-Iaunching method and the imaging method.

line of sight path
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Figure 5.1: Tracing a ray from transmitter ta receiver, angle definitians
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The goal of each ray-tracing method is to find all possible multi paths from transmitter

to receiver in terms of angle of departure (cptx), angle of arrival (CPrx), delay and complex

amplitude. The angles are defined with respect to the line of sight path, as shown in

figure 5.1.

5.1.1 Ray-Iaunching method

In the ray-Iaunching approach, rays are launched from the transmitter in every direction

and traced trough the simulation environment while reflection upon different objects, to

see whether or not they arrive at the receiver. Since only a fraction ofthe rays finally

will arrive at the receiver, the following method can be used to speed up the process.

First the line of sight (LOS) direction from transmitter to receiver is determined. All

angles of departure and angles of arrival are defined with respect to the LOS direction

(see figure 5.1). The number ofreflections is now set to land rays are launched from

the transmitter under an increasing angle CPtx. For each reflected ray the angle difference

between the line from the reflection point and the receiver and the reflected ray is

determined (ilcp). In figure 5.2 an example is shown where two rays are launched from

the transmitter under angles CPtx] and cptx2. As can be seen in the figure the angle Llcp

changes sign when the launch angle is increased from CPtx] to cptx2. Hence the receiver

will be 'hit' for a launch angle between CPtx] and cptx2. The launch angle step size is

decreased and the same procedure is repeated recursively for angles between CPtx[ and

cptx2 until the right launch angle is determined. Afterwards the launch angle steps size is

increased and the same procedure starts from a launch angle cptx2 until a full 3600 is

completed.

For higher order reflections the procedure above is repeated, where the Llcp' s are

determined from the nth order reflection points.
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reflecting wall

transmitter

LOS path

receiver

Figllre 5.2: Finding the launch angle where the rejlected ray arrives at the receiver

The problem here is to decide the right step size between launching angles. Ifthe step

size is very small, a lot of rays have to be launched the before full 3600 is completed,

and it will take a lot of time to find the path. However, ifthe step size is too large, it is

possible to 'miss' apath, when two multi-paths exist between two consequent launching

angles. This is not so unlikely when finding paths for a higher reflection order, where a

lot ofpaths exist (see formula 5.3).

5.1.2 Imaging method

Valenzuela [30] described a 3D ray-tracing method to predict wireless transmission in

an indoor environment. The same method is used here, only limited to the 2D-case.

A path between the transmitter and receiver can be defined by the sequence of surfaces

(e.g. walls) where the signal reflects upon when travelling from transmitter to receiver.

Valenzuela makes the simplifying assumption that all reflecting surfaces are orthogonal

to each other, which is in general a good approximation of building structures. With this

assumption, the coordinates of the image of a point reflecting over a surface can be

found by reflecting the coordinate corresponding to the axis ofthe surface normal. This

is illustrated in figure 5.3, with a point R with coordinates (XI,yI) and a reflecting

surface parallel to the yz-plane, with x-coordinate A . The coordinates ofthe images I of
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the point R can easily be found from the figure by reflecting the xl-coordinate

(corresponding axis ofthe surface normal) at y=YI :

X 2 = 2· (A - xJ+ XI = 2· A - XI

Y2 = Yl

(5.1)

Y

R I
Y1 .------ ------0

A x

:J R

l
B

,
,,,,,

Y1 1°
X1 X

Figure 5.3: Determining the image ofa point R when rejlected in respectively a surface parallel to the
yz-plane (left) and a suiface parallel to the xz-plane (right)

In the same way the image of a point reflected on a surface parallel to the xz-plane,

with y-coordinate B can be found:

X 2 = Xl

Y2 = 2 . (B - YJ + YI = 2 . B - Y I

(5.2)

The general procedure to find a path from transmitter to receiver uses this method of

finding images by successively reflecting the receiver coordinates over the sequence of

reflecting surfaces defining the path under consideration. Once the coordinates of the

highest order image are found, the path can be constructed. This procedure will be

explained in detail using an example below.

Figure 5.5 shows a rectangular room with wall #1 and #3 parallel to the yz-plane and

wall #2 and #4 parallel to the xz-plane. To trace path 1-2-3, reflecting ofwalls #1, #2

and #3, from transmitter to receiver, first 13, the first order image ofthe receiver is found
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by reflecting the receiver in wall #3. This image is reflected in (an extended) wall #2 to

obtain the second-order image I3,z. Finally 13,2 is reflected in (an extended) wall #1 to

find the coordinates ofthe third-order image I3,z,]. Now all necessary images are found

and the path cau be constructed as follows. The first reflection point r] is found at the

intersection ofthe line transmitter-b,z,] with wall #1. The second reflection point rz is

found at the intersection ofthe line r]-b,z with wall #2. In the same way, r3 is found at

the intersection ofthe line rz-b with wall #3. Finally, the path is completed with the line

The imaging method may be inefficient when a lot ofreflections occur, since it

considers all potential paths, while only a part those paths will actually exist. This is

illustrated in figure 5.4 where the existence of two potential paths is investigated,

namely a path via wall #2 - wall #3 and a path via wall #3 - wall #2. The corresponding

images ofthe receiver for the first path are b,z and h. The images used to detennine the

second path are h,3 and h. Since h,3 and b,z are at the same position, the first reflection

point r1 is the same for both potential paths and is part of wall #2. The line r]-h

intersects with a wall and leads to avalid path (transmitter-wall #2-wall #3-receiver),

the line r]-h doesn't intersect with any wall, hence no path exists from transmitter to

receiver via first wall #3 followed by wall #2.

y Wall#4

Wall#1

Wall#3

Receiver
0)

Transmitter

r1

,']i ....•......

',••• ,•••••. / ••.••••••,./•••/ f----

W
-

a
-

II
-#2------"'-r2~------0---_-__- - -__- - -__---" ,.," .

x

Figure 5.5: Example on using images ofthe receiver to find a path from transmitter to receiver
including reflections upon consequently wal! #1, wal! #2 and wal! #3
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Wall#4

Wall #1

Transmitter

Wall#3

Figure 5.4: Selection ofexisting paths from the potential paths obtained using the imaging method

The number ofpotentia1 paths can be derived rather easi1y as a function ofboth the

maximum reflection order n and the number ofreflecting surfaces s. For zero reflections

one potentia1 path exists, the line-of-sight path. Paths inc1uding one reflection have to

reflect upon one ofthe s surfaces, hence s potentia1 paths exist. For higher order

reflections the number of potentia1 paths increases with a factor (s-l) for each extra

reflections, since there are (s-l) possib1e surfaces where the signa1 can reflect upon next

after each reflection. The tota1 number of potentia1 paths p can thus be described as:

n-[

p =1+ sL (s -1y (5.3)

In Tab1e 5.1 the tota1 number ofpotentia1 paths are given for different va1ues ofthe

number ofreflecting surfaces s and the maximum reflection order n, using (5.3). It can

be seen that especially for a 1arger maximum reflection order, the number ofpotentia1

paths enormous1y increases with an increase in number of reflecting surfaces. This

1imits the practical use ofthe imaging method to situations with either a small

maximum reflection order (e.g. 2) with a considerab1e number of reflecting surfaces, or

a 1arger maximum reflection order with a 1imited number ofreflecting surfaces.
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Table 5.1 The total number ofpotential paths for different numbers ofreflecting surfaces and the

maximum reflection order

Number of reflecting surfaces

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Maximum 2 5 10 17 26 37 50 65

reflection 3 7 22 53 106 187 302 302

order 4 9 46 161 426 937 1814 3201

For each existing path the total path length, the angle of departure, the angle of arrival

and the angle of incidence on each reflecting surface can be calculated from the

coordinates of the transmitter, the receiver and the reflection points. From this

information the complex received voltage can be ca1culated, which is described in detail

in the next paragraph.

In the simulations described further on, the imaging method is used to determine the

paths from transmitter to receiver, because only a limited number ofreflecting surfaces

is considered. After implementing the ray-Iaunching method, it appeared too slowand it

was decided to switch to the imaging method.

5.2 Model details

Both ray-tracing methods described in the previous paragraphs determine multiple paths

between transmitter and receiver, described uniquely by the coordinates ofthe

transmitter, receiver and reflection points. In this paragraph it is explained in detail, how

the complex amplitude and the delay of each multi path is determined.
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5.2.1 Reflection of radio waves

A radio wave propagating through one medium and impinging upon another medium

with different dielectric properties is partially reflected and partially transmitted. The

electric field intensity of the reflected and transmitted waves can be related to the

intensity of the electric field of the incident wave through the Fresnel reflection

Retlected wave Transmitted wave

I ?/ I Medium 2
----

Figure 5.6: Reflection 0/1 the inteiface between 2 different media

coefficient (r). The reflection coefficient is a function ofthe material properties and

depends in general on the polarization of the wave, the angle of incidence on the surfaee

interface and the frequency of the propagating wave.

In general, electromagnetic waves are polarized, i.e. they have instantaneous eleetrie

field components in orthogonal directions in space. A polarized wave can always be

represented as the sum oftwo spatially orthogonal components. These orthogonal

components could be vertical and horizontal polarization or left-hand and right-hand

circular polarization. Only the reflection coefficient for each of the polarizations needs

to be considered. Using superposition the arbitrary polarized reflected wave ean be

obtained.

Figure 5.6 shows an electromagnetic wave reflected at the boundary oftwo different

dielectrics. To obtain the magnitude ofthe electric field ofthe reflected wave, the

reflection coefficient for both vertical and horizontal polarization is needed. These two

distinct cases are shown in figure 5.7a and 5.7b. Both figures show an electromagnetie

wave incident at an angle ei with respect to the plane ofthe boundary between the two
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dielectrics. Part ofthe energy is reflected back at an angle er and part ofthe energy is

transmitted into the second medium at an angle et. The plane of incidence is defined as

the plane containing the incident, reflected and transmitted beams. In figure 5.7a the E

field polarization is parallel with the plane ofincidence. The E-field has a vertical

polarization (or normal component) with respect to reflecting surface. In figure 5.7b the

polarization ofthe E-field is perpendicular to the plane ofincidence and parallel to the

reflecting surface (horizontal polarization).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Reflection at a surface where (a) the E-jield is parallel with the plane ofincidence and
(b) the E-field is perpendicular to the plane ofincidence

For the case when the first medium is free space and ).11=).12, the reflection coefficient for

the horizontal and vertical polarisation are found to be [3, pp 81]:

(5.4)

(5.5)
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5.2.2 Rough surface scattering

A rough surface will reflect and scatter energy different than a smooth surface. The

impinging energy will be scattered in angles other than the specular angle of reflection,

thereby reducing the energy in the specularly reflected component. This is illustrated in

figure 5.8.

Specular reflection ray
Incident ray

Figure 5.8: Reflection and scatteringfrom a rough surface

The Rayleigh criterion [3, pp 100] is commonly used as a test for surface roughness,

describing the following critical height for surface variations:

h = A-
c 8sin Bi

where:

À wavelength

ei angle of incidence

(5.6)

The height h of a certain surface is defined as the minimum to maximum surface

variation. A surface is considered smooth when h < he and rough ifh > he. As can be

seen from (5.6) the critical height is largest for an angle ofincidence of90 degrees. In

figure 5.9 the critical height is plotted as a function of frequency for different angles of

incidence.
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For the case ofrough surfaces a scattering loss factor Ps can be defined to account for

loss of energy in the specular direction of reflection. The rough surface reflection

coefficient can thus be described as:

rrough = psrsmoo,h

where rsmooth is the reflection coefficient of either (5.4) or (5.5)

Ament [31] derived a scattering loss factor, assuming that the surface heights are

Gaussian distributed with negligible sharp edge and shadowing effects:

[ 8( ffO"h sin(B)i )2]
Ps = exp -

A

where:

O"h standard deviation ofthe surface height

(5.7)

(5.8)

It is reported by Boithias [32] that the scattering loss factor (5.8) gives better agreement

with measurement results when modified as:

where IQ is the modified Bessel function ofthe oth order.

(5.9)
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Figure 5.9: Critical height as function offrequency for different angles ofincidence

As mentioned eariier, a ray incident on a rough surface not only has an increased loss

for the reflected component, when compared to a smooth surface situation, it also leads

to energy scattered in directions other than the direction of reflectiono In [33] a

description for the amplitude ofthe electric field of a scattered ray is derived:

E = E .!-[o 01 2tr(Jh c (I1rp)]
K ~ 0 os

r À 2

where:

Esc amplitude ofthe E-field ofthe scattered component

Esp amplitude ofthe E-field ofthe specular component

r distance from scatterer to point of observation

11<p angle between the scattered component and the specular component
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5.2.3 Free space path loss

The loss of power due to the length of the travelled path is found from the Friis free

space model. The received power, Pr ,at a travelled distance r from the transmitter is

given by [30, pp 73]:

(5.11)

where Pr(ra) is the received power at a reference distance ra. In indoor environments this

reference distance is typically chosen to be 1 m. The received power at the reference

distance is set to 1 in the model.

5.2.4 Signal phase

The phase ofthe received signal is determined by the distance r travelled from

transmitter to receiver and for the non-LOS paths, the reflections. The first contribution

can be found from:

r
rIJ = -mod 2ff

A
(5.12)

The phase jump at a reflection point can best be modelled by a random phase jump:

~r E [0,2n], since even small surface variations will be large with respect to the

wavelength at the considered frequency (5 GHz).

5.2.5 Multi path delay

The delay 'Tof a multi path component is simply ca1culated from the travelled distance r

and the speed of uniform plane electro-magnetic waves in free space c:

r
'T=-

C
(5.13)
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5.3 Simulation scenarios

In this paragraph the geometry ofthe indoor situations is described. A division is made

according to the different scattering scenarios as introduced in chapter 4. The trivia1

scenario A is not simu1ated.

5.3.1 Simulation of scattering scenario B

Scattering scenario B inc1udes 10ca1 scattering around one ofthe arrays and no

scattering around the other. In figure 5.10 the geometry is shown for the simu1ations

based on scattering scenario B.

rTx

4 m. .... ........I---------------1~~.
2m.

Rx

Figure 5.10: Geometry for simulation ofscattering scenario B, with variabie Dir

The simu1ations win be done with the scattering radius fixed at D=2 and the distance

between transmitter and receiver r=8, 16 and 54 m, resu1ting in a Dir of respective1y

0.25, 0.125 and 0.037. In rea1life, the geometry offigure 5.10 cou1d be a room (Tx

side) with a window at one side and a receiver outdoors.

5.3.2 Simulation of scattering scenario C

This scattering scenario inc1udes 10ca1 scattering around both the transmitter and

receiver. The first indoor simu1ation geometry with scattering around both transmitter

Tx .... 2m. Rx
~ .

6m.

4m.

Figure 5.11: Geometry for simulation ofscattering scenario C: a closed rectangular room
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and receiver is shown in figure 5.11.

In this situation the scattering disc radius win be D=2 m. and the distance between

transmitter and receiver r=2 m. The scattering discs coincide partially.

Tx r Rx
4 m. .........I------------------l~••

2m.

Figure 5.12: Geometry for simulation ofscattering scenario C, with large Dir

In figure 5.12 the geometry for the simulation of scattering scenario C for larger Dir

separations is shown. The scattering discs do not coincide in this geometry. Au example

ofthis geometry could be the transmitter and receiver both in a room with a window in

two adjacent buildings (or wings of a building). As in par. 5.3.1 the simulations be done

for a Dir of 0.25, 0.125 and 0.037.

5.3.3 Simulation of scattering scenario D

This scenario uses the same geometry as shown in figure 5.11, only the distance r is

varied so Dir is respect. 1,0.25, 0.125 and 0.037. The distance from the transmitter to

the back wan and the receiver to the back wall is 2 m., as in figure 5.12. For larger r this

scenario could in reallife be a hall.

5.3.4 Simulation practice and parameters

In the simulations only the perpendicular polarization (figure 5.7b) is considered to

calculate the reflection coefficients (5.4) and the reflection coefficient is corrected for

rough surface scattering using (5.9). The following parameters are used:

l': r= 4.44 and ah = 0.5 cm from [3, pp SO]

(these are the material parameters for brick, determined for f=4 GHz)

Iv = elf = (3eS) I( 5 GHz) = 6 cm
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The rough surface scattering contribution to the received power is determined by

launching 40 rays from the transmitter and determine the value of those scattered

components with (5.10). Since this should be a continuous distribution, to be combined

with the discrete reflected paths, the power of the scattered components is adjusted, so

half ofthe received power (without LOS) is from the specular reflected paths and half

ofthe power from rough surface scattering.

A grid ofpoints is used around both the transmitter position and the receiver position of

6 by 6 points. The spacing between the points is )J2 (i.e. 3 cm) in both directions. All

paths from transmitter to receiver are determined for each combinations of the points on

those grids. This leads to 6·6·6·6=1296 simulations around the two centre positions for

transmitter and receiver. In this way an average over a smalliocal area can be made for

several parameters, such as received power vs. q:>tx and q:>rx , and the mean of the

eigenvalues can be determined.

5.4 Simulation results

5.4.1 Results simulations scattering scenario B

Three simulations were done for this scenario, each with D=2 mand respect. r=8, 16

and 54 m. The received power as a function ofboth q:>tx and q:>rx, averaged over 1296

simulation positions, is shown in respect. figure A1.1, A2.1 and A3.1 of appendix A. In

the matching figures Al.2, A2.2 and A3.2 the power is shown as a function of q:>tx,

integrated over q:>rx and as a function q:>rx, integrated over q:>tx. It can be seen that the

smaller Dir, the smaller the spread at the receiver, as expected.

The dispersion parameters are derived from the simulation results and are shown in

tab1e 5.2, tab1e 5.3 and table 5.4, for different magnitudes ofthe line-of-sight

components. For the case ofthe partially blocked LOS: PLOs/(Ptot-PLOs) = 0 dB.
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Table 5.2 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario B, direct LOS

D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

PLOs/(Ptot-PLOS) +3.00 dB +0.03 dB -4.69 dB

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.5456 I 0.9928 0.2826 I 0.9978 0.1435 10.9996

Atx I Arx 0.8380 10.1202 0.9592 I 0.0662 0.9896 I 0.0270

Atx·Arx 0.1007 0.0635 0.0267

Sq>,tx I Sq>,rx (rad) 1.2891 10.1207 1.6263 I 0.0663 1.8311 10.0269

aln 0.2099 0.1152 0.0358

Table 5.3 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario B, partially blocked LOS

Note that parameters [or D/r=O.125 are the same as in previous table (sinee PLOs/(Ptot-PLOS}:::::O dB).

D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125·

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.3200 I 0.9892 0.2826 I 0.9978

Atx I Arx 0.9474 I 0.1468 0.9592 I 0.0662

Atx·Arx 0.1391 0.0635

Sq>,tx I Sq>,rx (rad) 1.5769 I 0.1477 1.6263 10.0663

aln 0.2298 0.1152
.

Table 5.4 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario B, total LOS-block

D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.3602 I 0.9783 0.4388 I 0.9956 0.5320 0.9995

Atx I Arx 0.9329 I 0.2070 0.8986 I 0.0937 0.8468 0.0312

Atx·Arx 0.1931 0.0842 0.0264

Sq>,tx I Sq>,rx (rad) 1.3318 I 0.2087 1.2330 I 0.0939 1.1098 0.0311

a m 0.1633 0.0792 0.0242

The product Atx·Arx is small «0.2) in all situations, rapidly decaying to zero [or

increased r (Dir smaller). Removing the LOS-component results in a larger spread at
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each antenna array. This change is especially visible when a large power LOS

component is present without an LOS-block.

5.4.2 Results simulations scattering scenario C

Four simu1ations were done for this scenario, each with D=2 mand respect. r=1, 8,16

and 54 m. The received power as a function ofboth <ptx and <prx, averaged over 1296

simulation positions, is shown in respect. figure A4.1, A5.1, A6.1 and A7.1 of appendix

A. Again, in the matching figures A4.2, A5.2, A6.2 and A7.2 the power is shown as a

function of <Ptx, integrated over <prx and as a function <prx, integrated over <Ptx.

The dispersion parameters, derived from the simulation results are listed in table 5.5,

table 5.6 and tab1e 5.7 for different magnitudes ofthe LOS-component. Again in the

case ofthe partially blocked LOS: PLOs/(Ptot-PLOS) = 0 dB.

Table 5.5 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario C, direct LOS

D/r=l D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

PLOs/(P tot-PLOS) +8.17 dB 1.95 dB -0.43 dB -4.81 dB

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.8952 I 0.9076 0.5775 10.8861 0.3163 10.9188 0.1227 I 0.9589

Atx I Arx 0.4457 I 0.4199 0.8164 I 0.4634 0.9487 10.3948 0.9924 I 0.2839

Atx·Arx 0.1871 0.3783 0.3745 0.2817

S<p,tx I S<p,rx (rad) 0.5829 I 0.5385 1.2422 I 0.6698 1.5889 I 0.5864 1.8598 I 0.4473

crm 0.6175 0.2311 0.1255 0.0472

Table 5.6 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario C, partially blocked LOS

Included [or comparison reasons, parameters [rom tabIe 5.6 (PLOS/(Ptot-PLOS)= -0.43 dB"" 0 dB).

D/r=l D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.6045 I 0.6513 0.4579 I 0.8539 0.3163 10.9188

Atx I Arx 0.7966 I 0.7588 0.8890 I 0.5204 0.9487 I 0.3948

Atx·Arx 0.6045 0.4626 0.3745

S<p,tx I S<p,rx (rad) 1.1326 I 1.0462 1.4070 I 0.7587 1.5889 I 0.5864

crm 0.9514 0.2443 0.1255
.
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Table 5.7 Dispersion parameterslor scattering scenario C, non-LOS

D/r=l D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

Rn,tx I Rn,rx 0.2107 I 0.3036 0.0853 10.7080 0.3033 I 0.8452 0.4936 I 0.9453

Atx I Arx 0.9775 10.9528 0.9964 I 0.7062 0.9529 I 0.5345 0.8697 I 0.3263

Atx·Arx 0.9314 0.7037 0.5093 0.2838

S<p,tx I S<p,rx (rad) 1.5969 I 1.4763 1.7827 I 1.0725 1.5099 I 0.8092 1.2034 I 0.5160

cr'tn 0.5937 0.1982 0.1016 0.0428

For each simulation, the angular spreads as seen from each antenna are rather large. The

product Atx·Arx is larger than 0.25 for all but one situation: D/r=l in table 5.5. Large

power in the LOS-component reduces the spreads as seen from each side in this case.

The normalised delay spread c1early drops considerably when Dir decreases. For D/r=l,

the normalised delay spread is between 0.6 and 0.95, while for D/r=0.037, cr,n~0.05.

The distribution of eigenvalues was determined using 4 antenna elements at the receiver

and 4 antenna elements at the transmitter, where the position of the antenna arrays are

varied on the 6 by 6 grid on each side, used in the simulations.

In figure BI and B2 of appendix B, the cumulative eigenvalue distribution is shown for

the case of D/r=l and D/r=0.037 respect. with a LOS component. The sum ofthe

eigenvalues is shown as a dotted line. It can be seen that in both situations, there is one

strong eigenvalue, but in the situation D/r=l also the second eigenvalue has a

reasonable magnitude. In the situation ofD/r=0.037 there is no support for parallel

channels and little support for parallel channels is present in the situation D/r=1.

For the same two cases, D/r=l and D/r=0.037, the cumulative eigenvalue distribution is

shown for a non-LOS situation in figures B3 and B4 of appendix B. In the case of

D/r=l, considerable improvement is visible. The second eigenvalue is stronger and also

the third eigenvalue has a reasonable magnitude. This means increased support for
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parallel channels. For the case ofD/r=0.037, however, no improvement is visible. Still

no support for parallel channels here.

5.4.3 Results simulations scattering scenario D

Three extra simulations were done for this scenario, each with D=2 mand respect. r=8,

16 and 54 m. The first geometry is identical to scattering scenario C with D/r=1. The

received power as a function ofboth <Ptx and <prx, averaged over 1296 simulation

positions, is shown in respect. figure A4.1, A8.1, A9.1 and A10.1 of appendix A. In the

matching figures A4.2, A8.2, A9.2 and A10.2 the power is shown as a function of <Ptx,

integrated over <prx and as a function <prx, integrated over <Ptx.

The dispersion parameters, derived from the simulation results are listed in table 5.8 and

table 5.9 for different magnitudes ofthe LOS-component.

Table 5.8 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario D, direct LOS

D/r=l D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

PLOS/(PtoCPLOS) +8.17 dB -1.80 dB -5.05 dB -8.93 dB

Rn,tx / Rn,rx 0.8952/0.9076 0.6636/0.8681 0.5813 /0.8955 0.4160 / 0.9094

Atx / Arx 0.4457 / 0.4199 0.7481/0.4964 0.8137/0.6372 0.9094/0.3959

Atx·Arx 0.1871 0.3716 0.5185 0.3600

S<p,tx / S<p,rx (rad) 0.5829/0.5385 1.0818/0.6707 1.2345/0.6372 1.4622/0.6094

(jm 0.6175 0.2102 0.1190 0.0554

Table 5.9 Dispersion parameters for scattering scenario D, non-LOS

D/r=l D/r=0.25 D/r=0.125 D/r=0.037

Rn,tx / Rn,rx 0.2107 / 0.3036 0.4411 /0.7808 0.4504/0.8629 0.3412/0.9078

Atx / Arx 0.9775 /0.9528 0.8974/0.6247 0.8928/0.5055 0.9400/0.4193

Atx·Arx 0.9314 0.5606 0.4513 0.3941

S<p,tx / S<p,rx (rad) 1.5969/ 1.4763 1.3945 /0.8647 1.4145/0.7301 1.5530/0.6473

(jm 0.5937 0.2140 0.1239 0.0575
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Identical to scattering scenario C, the angular spreads as seen from each antenna is

rather large for all simulations, except for the situation where D/r=1, with astrong LOS

component, reducing the spreads. The product ofthe angular spreads, Atx·Arx is larger

than 0.35 in all but the previously mentioned situation.

The normalised delay spread decreases rapidly with increasing r, i.e. decreasing Dir,

similar to the results for scattering scenario C.

In figure B5 and B6 the cumulative eigenvalue distribution (eigenvalue cdf) is shown

for the situation with D/r=0.25 and D/r=0.037, with an LOS-component. The eigenvalue

cdffor the same two situations is shown in figure B7 and B8 for the situation without

LOS-component. Comparing those results, together with the eigenvalue cdf of figure B1

and B3 leads to the conc1usion that a larger Dir offers better support for parallel

channels.

5.4.4 Simulation results and classification of radio channels

It could be seen from the results of the simulations of the different scattering scenarios

that a basic c1assification ofradio channels can take place using the product ofthe

angular spreads: Atx·Arx.

Simulations scenario B: Atx·Arx<0.2

Simulations scenario CID: Atx·Arx>0.25

Distinction can thus be made between channels with scattering around two the two

arrays and channels with scattering around one or none ofthe arrays, using the product

of the angular spreads.

However, to distinguish between the situations with good or poor/no support for parallel

channels, the normalised delay spread can give an indication. A c1ear relation between

the normalised delay spread and the support for parallel channels could be seen, where

in the case ofpoor support O"m<0.2 and in the case ofbetter support O"m>0.5.
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Distinction was made between situations with a direct line-of-sight, a partially blocked

LOS and a fully blocked LOS, since the magnitude ofthe LOS-component influences

the spreads and thus the amount of correlation between the elements of the arrays.
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6 Conclusions and further research

Two ray-tracing methods were investigated to simulate radio channel propagation in an

indoor environment: the ray-Iaunching method and the imaging method. It appeared that

the imaging method was considerably faster when only a limited number of reflected

surfaces is considered. Furthermore, the accuracy to determine higher order reflected

paths was beter than for the ray-Iaunching method.

The product ofthe two angular spreads: Atx·Arx, appeared to be able to distinguish

between situation where scattering occurs locally around both antennas and a situation

where scattering occurs around only one (or none) ofthe antennas.

To distinguish between a radio channel with good support for parallel channels and a

radio channel with poor/no support for parallel channels, the normalised delay spread

O"m was proposed to be used. It appeared that for a O"m<O.l poor or no support for

parallel channels was present, while for O"m>O.5 the cumulative eigenvalue distributions

showed promising results for exploitation of parallel channels. Although it is not

possible to use these exact numbers in general, a c1ear indication was found that a larger

normalised delay spread results in better support for parallel channel, provided that

elements at both arrays are uncorrelated (i.e. large angular spread, Atx·Arx>O.25).

The simulations also showed the influence ofthe power ofthe line-of-sight signaion

the angular dispersions and the support for parallel channels, where a strong LOS signal

can severely diminish this support.

Further research should be carried out to investigate the relation between the support for

parallel channels and the normalised delay spread, either by means of simulations but

even more important, from measurements. Both to find more evidence ofthis relation

and to find practical ranges ofthe normalised delay.
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Appendix A: Average power of link functions
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Figure Al.l: Average power oflinkfunction, scattering scenario B with D/r=O.25
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Figure Al.2: Average received power as afunction of(a} the angle ofdeparture (b) the angle of
arrival, derivedfromfigure AI.I by integrating over the other angular domain
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Appendix A: Average power of link functions
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Figure A9.1: Average power of linkfunction, scattering scenario D with D/r=O.125
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Appendix B Cumulative distributions of eigenvalues
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Figure Rl: Eigenvalue cd!scattering scenario C with Dlr=1, LOS situation
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Appendix B Cumulative distributions of eigenvalues
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Appendix B Cumulative distributions of eigenvalues
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Appendix B Cumulative distributions of eigenvalues
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Appendix C: Relation between angular spread defined from

Fourier coefficients and the normalised radius to the centre of

gravity

Angular spread as defined by Durgin [18]:

Fa and F I are thus:

2;r

Fa = JM(ço)dço = M 9,101

a
2;r 2;r 2;r

~ = JM(ço)e j9 dço = JM(ço)cos(ço)dço + j. JM(ço)sin(ço)dço
a a a

The nonnalised radius to the centre of gravity is defined as:

where:

x= Jx(ço}tço = JM (ço) . cos(ço)dço

jï= Jy(ço}tço= JM(ço),sin(ço)dço

(Cl)

(C2)

(C3)

(C4)
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Comparing F] (C2) with (C4) results in:

(CS)

Combining (C2), (C3) and (CS) leads to:

(C6)

Formula (Cl) can now be written in terms ofthe normalised radius to the centre of

gravity:

(C?)
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Appendix D: Invariant dnaI directionaI description for Iinear

arrays

When linear arrays are used at both the transmitter and receiver, the measured response

can not be written as a convolution due to the angular variant antenna pattems (see par.

3.3.1). In figure Dl definitions are given for a dual directional antenna system with a

uniform spaced linear array at both the transmitter and receiver.

i~
·~~lty
~E-~--aS-~t-~9-~Otx

".... -- ....,
•

1 \

, <,gtx(CPti
" I... __ ....

•1

,----- .... ,
I ' •;grx(cpJ ,' .... -_........ :

1·
Transmitter

Figure Dl: Linear array at bath the transmitter and receiver

Receiver

The invariant uni-directional description (par. 3.3.2) can be extended to a dual

directional equivalent (see appendix A):

where:

cp*=arccos(oh/k)

oh=cos(cp*)·k
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k=2n/À

g*(<p*) element pattem of the linear array

* is tx for the transmitter and rx for the receiver parameters

The recorded voltage along the directions ltx and lrx (as defined in figure D1.1) can be

found from the 2D inverse Fourier transform of(Dl):

(D2)

Since both linear arrays have only a limited length, a window function needs to be

imposed on v(ltx,lrJo This leads to the following measured response:

iii(lü(x, lürx ) = FF[m(lLt' lrx)]

= f fV(lu,lrJ 0 w(ltx , lrJ 0 exp(j olüu oltJ 0 exp(j olürx olrJdludlrx (D3)

=V(lütx,lüJ® W(lütx ' lürJ

The array element outputs are discrete sampled versions ofv(ltx,lrx) with sampling

intervals ofrespectively ~ltx and i1lrx oSimilarly to the uni-directional case, an angularly

invariant relation is obtained by means of a variabie transform and Fourier transform

(Dl)o

4.2.2 Dual directional correlation functions

Under uncorrelated scattering (US) assumptions, convolution (D3) will also hold for

average power spectra P(O)tx,O)rx):

(D4)
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The cross-power spectrum and the spatial cross-correlation form a Fourier-pair (via

Wiener-Kitchine correlation theorem):

Pml2 (mIx, mrx )

= in1 (mD:' ())rx)· in: (mIx' mrx )~ Rm12 (fD: ,lrx)
(D5)

where PmIZ(COtx,COtx) is the cross-power spectrum between two different beam matrices

from two different Tx-Rx array systems. The auto-correlation follows from (D5) if

mI=mz and the auto-correlation coefficient is:

(D6)

From (D6) a spatial coherence measure can be obtained. However in this case it is not a

coherence length (see par. 3.3.3) but a coherence area.
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